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Gigas Hosting trades in the MAB (+2,3x since its EUR3.25/share listing price
in November 2015). Giga’s core activity is providing and marketing cloud
computing services in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS, hosting servers in the
cloud). The Company began its commercial activity in 2011 and has around 90
employees. The core business is capital-intensive and in salesforce, in which
the payback on investments is below 6 months.
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Shareholders
Founders and management 24%; Bonsai Venture Capital 7%;
Caixa Capital 8%;

High structural potential of the cloud. According to Gartner (leading research
and advisory company), investments in the cloud computing market for IaaS
segment will grow at CAGR 2014-18 +30% in Europe and +34% in LatAm, the two
regions where Gigas is positioned. The market is dominated by Amazon Web
Services (52% share), Microsoft (13.3%), Alibaba (4.6%), IBM (2%), Alphabet
(3.3%) and Others (25%, highly fragmented).
Differential value proposition. Gigas has 6 Tier III/IV data centres in Madrid,
Barcelona, Miami, Santiago de Chile and Bogota (albeit not the owner of these),
with 24h/7d customer service in English/Spanish, qualified technical support
and help to migrate vs. other IaaS provider’s naked infrastructure. The two main
products offered are:
I.Cloud DataCenter (17.8% clients, 90.3 % gross revenues 2018e). Solutions
for businesses (high-end, varying needs in infrastructure) seeking flexibility and
bringing about efficiencies via cost reduction and variability. The product is
subscribed either directly (own salesforce) or indirectly (commercial network/third
parties) involving negotiations and discounts. Gigas offers a number of resources
(RAM, memory and storage) to replicate a physical data centre in a virtual media.
There is also the possibility of adding other complementary and differentiating
features such as firewall, load balancer, BPN, VLAN etc. In addition are solutions
developed with products from third parties such as SAP Hana, Oracle and D&R
(disaster&recovery) according to customers’ needs.
II.Cloud VPS (Virtual Private Server, 82.2% clients, 9.7% revenues 2018e). A
cloud solution made up by a single virtual machine for professional designers and
developers, e-commerce and bloggers, mobile app developers, SMEs, resellers,
and freelancers. The wide range of potential users is mainly low/mid-market
customers that can subscribe the product directly through Gigas’ web.
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Brillant delivery and the best is yet to come. During the period 2012/9M18,
Gigas was capable of capturing over 4k, is the only Spanish cloud company that is
listed and is a reference mainly in Spain and LatAm. We estimate a strong rhythm in
client capturing (CAGR 2017-22e +3.6%) focusing on higher added value products
(Cloud Datacenter). Gigas reached break-even in EBITDA in 2017 (estimated long
term margin c.29%) and we estimate break-even in net profit and FCF in 2019.
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Valuation. Our fair value EUR8.3EUR/sh. (incl. EUR2.5m bond conversion)
arises from the DCF method for the period 2017-22e (WACC 8.8%, g 3%, terminal
EV/EBITDA 11x and weight 86.6%), PUV (Potential User Valuation) and
comparables.
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Investment Case: Brilliant delivery with the best to come
Below are the main pillars behind our investment case in order of relevance. Without a
doubt, the main driver is the future growth of the cloud sector, which is a macrotrend and
whose origin is in new technologies such as IoT, autonomous driving, telemedicine,
blockchain, augmented /virtual reality, etc.


Structural strength of the non-regulated cloud computing sector (IaaS). There
are a number of drivers – to date seen globally - that will accelerate the dynamics in
outsourcing infrastractures via the use of cloud: i) cost savings (mainly companies
with low sales and fewer needs to amortise relevant investments); ii) modulating
infrastructures according to services; iii) easier use; and iv) consolidation of
complex infrastructures (especially in high billing companies). According to
various studies included in this report, the sector will reach CAGR >+25%.

Without a doubt Gigas will benefit from the mentioned, being present in countries in
which the potential is high based on the low cloud penetration and where large
player’s positions are still budding. We estimate Giga’s net top line (CARG17/22e
+23.1%) to continue outpacing the mentioned sector growth rates boosted by the
expanding client base, higher added value product mix and rising ARPU.



High FCF growth thanks to the scalability of its core business. Positive FCF as
from 2019e considering normalised capex/sales of 10/12%. For 2018e we consider
capex according to the acquisitions of SVT and Ability, as well as the partial
consolidation of theseand regarding 2019e, the respective change in perimeter.
Our forecasts do not include future dividends (yield 0%, pay-out 0). Consequently
our estimated FCF increases from EUR-0.3m en 2017 a EUR3.1m in 2022e
precisely due to the scalability of Gigas’ core business.
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Optimum debt level: Following the convertible bond issuance subscribed by
Inveready (EUR2.5m), Gigas has the resources to carry out more M&A moves. At
1H’18 the company registered cash amounting to EUR2.2m.
In our view Gigas could leverage at a maximum 4x DN/EBITDA thus would hold
firepower for corporate moves of approximately EUR2.2m (incl. convertibles)
without the need to increase capital. Either way, we do foresee various capital
increases in future years to finance organic expansion and future M&As.



Brilliant 9m18 results presentation demonstrating its track-record. Shares
appreciated +17.5% on the day results were released.
9m’18 sales came in +6% above the Company’s target: EUR7.16m vs. EUR6.5m,
partially owing to the change in the consolidation perimeter arising from the
acquisition of Ability in Colombia and SVT in Spain. Together these contributed
EUR1.3m to 9m’18. Excluding these, organic sales would have grown +15.1%
Y/Y. In net terms, revenues were much higher than the Company’s target
(EUR6.25m vs. EUR5.9m, 5.9% spread).
In our opinion, these results are especially positive at the top-line following the loss
of an important client which affected 1H’18 results (EUR190k+VAT/year). On the
negative side, +22.7% increasing discounts and annual offers at 9m’18.
Gigas ended 9m’18 with an EBITDA almost 3x 9m’17. EBITDA margins
expansion (practically the same as in 2017 in a single quarter) was high for both
9m’18 (+76pp) and in 3Q18 standalone (+8.9pp), which reflects the acceleration in
higher profitability. This is noteworthy, because according to our estimates, SVT
and Ability’s margins (18.1% and 24.5%, respectively) are dilutive at Group level.
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Finally, and in light of the results greatly outpacing the Company’s budget
(revised positively in 1H18), top management confirmed the 2018 annual
guidance: gross revenues EUR9.8m (vs. 10.2mEUR est) and net EUR8.5m
(8.6mEUR est). Gigas’ estimates reaching EBITDA EUR1.5m (vs. 1.6mEUR
adjusted est). The Company seemed optimistic regarding data obtained and
expects to surpass its annual sales foreasts. For 4Q18, Gigas estimates EBITDA
above the previous quarter, thus ending 2018 12% above forecasts and +160% Y/Y
in reported terms.
The Company achieves its targets having mentioned an EBITDA mg of at
least 20% in the official Information Document for Admission (DIIM) to the MAB
(released Sept 2015). Gigas will hold a BoD meeting at the end of the year to set
2019 guidance.


Potential M&A target. The 10.4x EV/EBITDA calculated using the arithmetic mean
of historic M&As in the cloud computing sector contrasts with our estimated 14.2x
(2019) for Gigas. Although initially it indicates that the Company’s shares already
include a speculative premium, in our view it is incorrect because the EV/EBITDA
does not consider potential future growth or the value of the current client base
(mainly proceeding from Cloud Datacenter).



In our opinion, a potential corporate move on Gigas could imply at least 20%
premium over our current target price.
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Questions & Answers
Below we have outlined the most relevant questions that arose while elaborating this report
and following multiple meetings with the Company, industry experts, consultants, clients
and competitors
I.

What sets Gigas apart from peers in a market that could quickly become a
commodity? In general, large multinational companies offer clients what is known
as naked infrastructure, in other words an infrastructure without support or
management services. This is the main differentiating aspect with Gigas because it
usually suffices for early adopters or technological pioneers (just 17% according to
Rogers’ diffusion of innovation curve) as they have the technical knowledge
required as well as the motivation to test new technologies. However, for other
types of client laggards or the late majority it is unsatisfactory.
Gigas’ offer is highly configurable including standard firewall and back-up, VLAN
and balancer. The advantages are various: custom cloud/plug and play, 24h free
customer service, personal advice, real time provisions, independent management,
location of data centres (Spain, US, Chile and Colombia) and possibility of
assembling ISOs and personalised templates.

II.

Is Giga greatly dependent on a single client? The range of current and potential
clients is very wide. From private professionals to SMEs, medium and large-sized
corporates via the Cloud Datacenter product. This product includes various virtual
servers with diverse corporate applications and advanced features. Gigas’ focus
point is the latter, high-end market segment.
At 9M18, and basically since Gigas was founded, the majority of the clients proceed
from Cloud BPS vs. Cloud Datacenter. In addition, it is important to bear in mind
that none of the clients represent more than 4% of the total sales; therefore the
client base is substantially diversified/fragmented.

III.

Does obsolete technology affect Gigas in terms of client needs and prices? In
light of the standard technology and the wide range of available providers for Gigas’
core business, the Company is offsetting the deflationary effect in technology/price
via renegotiations. Therefore, Gigas is currently able to transfer increasingly
standard discounts from final clients to suppliers.

IV.

Is the fact that the founders hold relevant positions a guarantee of success?
The first page of this report mentions the price per shares (EUR3.25) set by Gigas
during its listing to the Alternative Market (MAB) in Nov-2015. Any investor entering
the stock at that time would have practically doubled the initial investment. (c.2.2x)
On the other hand, and as included in this report, it is a tempting option for
founders to sell their stakes in light of the strong revaluation of shares.
However, beyond said aspect, in this report (Capital Structure) we will see how the
main shareholders attended the capital increases carried out so as not to dilute their
stakes.
Observing the evolution of shareholders’ stakes and despite the various capital
increases, our attention focuses on the fact that management hardly diluted their
stakes when attending the capital increases. This points the management’s
confidence and their implication in the Company that in our opinion is a positive
aspect.

V.

A micro-cap with debt risk? We expect Gigas to end 2018e with a net debt of
EUR4.1m (including convertible), which implies a ND/EBITDA ratio of 2.6x, level we
considered optimum. Especially positive is that the Company has chosen external
finance via the issuance of a EUR2.5m convertible bond, of which one of the
tranches (EUR1.25m, conversion price EUR3/sh) is already deep-in-the-money;
and therefore could be considered equity with the corresponding debt reduction.
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Including subsidies for R+D, around 60-70% of the gross debt is at a set rate and at
a competitive financial cost of 2.3% to 3%.
On the other hand, we estimate relevant growth in OpCF, CAGR 17-22e of
+64.4%. The Company’s FCF would move from the negative EUR-0.3m in 2017
to around EUR+3.1m in 2022e. To achieve the latter, not only will the deleveraging
process contribute positively but it will also sustain the Company’s organic
expansion plans, both commercially (focus on LatAm) and potential new datacentre
contracts.
VI.

Will there be a relevant dilution following Inveready’s bond conversion? In this
report we have made a calculation of said dilution and describe the characteristics
of the convertible bond – EUR2.5m issued in April 2018 and wholly subscribed by
Inveready thus considered in our estimates.
Our estimates do not consider bonds being transformed to shares until maturity;
although in terms of valuation, we consider diluted shares. In addition, we have
considered payments in shares of 2% (31.4k shares) and another 2% per year in
cash.
The bond conversion and interest paid in shares will dilute current
shareholders by approximately 14%. This aspect is included in our estimates and
valuation. On the positive side, the convertible bond leaves Gigas in an extremely
healthy position from a financial stance to sustain future organic and inorganic
growth.

VII.

Could fluctuating exchange rates affect Gigas’ results? The Company’s
financial statements are denominated in euros. Therefore the repatriation of
earnings from affiliates and their respective P&L accounts could suffer losses at
Group levels due to fluctuating exchange rates between the euro and local
currencies. We specifically refer to USD (75% of the revenues in LatAm are
dollarized – following the consolidation of Ability with 85% of the top-line linked to
the Colombian peso – which substantially reduces said risk) and the majority of the
LatAm currencies (COP – Colombian peso; CLP – Chilean peso and MXN –
Mexican peso).

Our estimates include constant FX for future years due to the impossibility of
predicting the moves in currencies. On the other hand, the Company has no
derivatives to offset exposure.
VIII.

Is our valuation conservative? We have carried out a sensitivity analysis of our
fair value and the possible effects that the parameters we consider critical for Gigas’
activity could have. These refer to ARPU and the number of future clients per type
of product. In the section regarding our valuation we can observe how applying the
best and worst case in ARPU and number of clients as inputs (+/-15%) we obtain a
fair value that ranges between EUR16.3 and 3.9/share

IX.

More M&As and capital increases? Capital increases are highly feasible with the
intention of financing organic growth and via M&As. However, the latter is not
included in this report as it has not been officially announced.
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On the contrary, Gigas Hosting would fit very well within a number of companies.
Not so much with large global players such as Amazon Web Services or the rest of
the mainly US multi-nationals; but rather local European technologies (Capgemini,
Indra – Minsait - , Sopra Steria, etc) or even large telco operators (Telefonica, TMobile, BT, etc) seeking to diversify activities outside of the commoditised voice
segment towards digital.
Either way, in our opinon, the mentioned companies would not have our DCF
calculation on Gigas in mind, but rather the potential value of the current client
portfolio (PUV, fair value EUR8.8/sh) thus could be transferred to their own
infrastructures.
In our view, it is not the time to put the company up for sale but rather wait for a
more advanced stage of maturity, possibly 2019-20e. The premium demanded by
shareholders could rise to at least 20% over our fair value.
X.

Dividends. When? Our personal opinion is clear and concise: never or in 10/15
years at the earliest. Gigas belongs to growth companies that have just reached
break-even (in EBITDA and net profit), within a sector with high capex requirements
and highly scalable business models. Therefore, Gigas should prioritise expansion,
both organically and via M&As in coming years.
In our opinion, dividends indicate the maturity of an activity and the lack of growth
opportunities. Therefore, we prefer value creation increasing share prices in the
medium/long term.

XI.

Does Gigas’ account reflect its situation? What better way to reflect
seriousness, transparency and reliability to the investment community than a
highly exhaustive and detailed reporting (see picture below. Source Gigas
Hosting) with proven delivery during various years.
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In this report we will demonstrate how, even with the Information Document
for Admission (DIIM) dated November 2015, Gigas gave a guidance regarding
revenues in 2018 that not only have been achieved but will be surpassed.
An interesting fact is that EY is both auditor and client. This should ensure not only
the credibility of the accounts, but also Gigas capacity of convincing the auditor of
its quality cloud computing services.
XII.

Are there latent risks? The best answer is, precisely, our recommendation: Buy.
However, as with all microcaps the risks are real. In the Annex regarding risks, the
most relevant are: i) increasing competition with the entrance of companies with
larger critical mass to markets where Gigas is present; ii) very capital intense and
technological obsolescence; iii) potential capital increases including dilution from
Inveready converting the EUR2.5m bond; iv) budding internationalization; v) bullish
trend in discounts offered to clients.
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SWOT Analysis
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Network Diagram: Asserting differentiation vs. sector giants
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High structural potential of the cloud
The cloud sector began in the Infrastructure as a Service segment (IaaS) in 2006 as a result
of the technological maturation of virtualisation processes together with the outsourcing of
IT infrastructures and services that different companies began to implement.
With Amazon’s (multinational e-commerce) launching of its affiliate Amazon Web Services
(see Annex II) the company intended to leverage its infrastructures to offer cloud services to
third parties and thus profit on the high investments required in servers to sustain its core
business. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the global leader in cloud technology (both Iaas
and Saas – Software as a Service) in terms of revenues, with over 50% world-wide market
share according to the latest report released by Gartner. This affiliate has become the
Group’s most profitable and could be listed via a spin-off to put the affiliate into value.
There are three business models of differentiated segments in cloud computing:

I.

Infraestructura as a Service (IaaS). In this case, provides computing resources or
hardware located in a virtualised environment (cloud) through a public connection –
usually internet. This is the area where Gigas Hosting works in. This segment of
cloud computing includes servers and virtual networks, firewalls or security
elements, storage units, IP directions and load balancer. On the physical front,
hardware resources proceed from a certain number of servers and connected
networks, normally distributed throughout various data centres maintained by cloud
services providers.
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The client thus obtains access to virtualised components to build its own IT platform
as it would do with physical components but economising space and not have to
worry about maintenance or management. It can be used by clients, namely
corporate, to create economic and flexible solutions in terms of attributes that are
capable of adapting to varying traffic volumes or growth in activity. The client pays
only for the use of certain amounts of resource rather than acquiring, installing or
integrating its own hardware.
The main characteristics in implementing IaaS:


Agility: Immediately available resources according to client demand. No
waiting time to execute projects or increase capacity.



Flexibility: Idle resources are avoided with the possibility of expanding or
decreasing capacity in real time.



Absence of initial investments. The provider takes charge of the hardware,
including purchasing, maintenance and configuration. The client therefore has
no need to run high capex and avoiding the time lost with installations and
commissioning.



Cost savings and pay per use. Service accessible under demand and tariffs
according to final consumption of resources actually used. In this manner,
scaling economies arising in the actual IaaS provider is transferred to the final
client.



Mobility and Independence of physical location. Only internet connection is
required and the security protocol as requested by the client, hence the service
is available anywhere in the world.



Maximum security: Stems from the dependence on data centres with high
physical security via public or private cloud infrastructures. In addition, worth
mentioning, some providers afford clients with basic tools and advanced logical
security such as firewalls, VPNs etc to guarantee the inviolability of data.



Total redundancy in case of contingencies. This is a quality intrinsic to all
cloud services designed without single points of failure. In the event of failure
of a physical server or other element, a company will not be affected due to the
use of redundant hardware resources.

II.

Software as a Service (SaaS). To offer various operating systems, office
applications, data base managers, content management systems (CMS), etc.

III.

Platform as a Service (PaaS). Is the result of applying the SaaS model to develop
software. The PaaS model includes the complete cycle to develop and implement
applications from internet.
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Covering all aspects in Gigas
As mentioned, the IaaS market is denominated by Amazon Web Services with over 50%
market share in revenues in 2017 according to the Garner report (released in August 2018).
Together with AWS, are Microsoft Azure, Rackspace, Google and IBM that mainly focus on
Anglo-Saxon markets and others with higher degrees of maturities. Therefore, the markets
where Gigas operates are not sufficiently covered by the aforementioned companies.

As we can observe in the table and chart, beyond the large sector players, we could say
that the market is highly fragmented considering the market share in “Others” is 25% and
there are no other players with substantial shares apart from those included.
However, we highlight the variability in global market shares according to the source
th
consulted. In a study by Synergy Research Group (25 Oct 2018), AWS’ share is 34% vs.
the 51.8% released by Gartner.

The main cloud service providers come from a wide range of companies:


Telco and IT service operators: Large-sized multinationals taking advantage of their
services to expand towards the cloud segment and offer tailor-made solutions to their
existing client base. In general these focus on large companies. Examples of these
operators: Telefonica, T-Mobile, IBM, Claro, HOP, Entel, Kio Networks etc.



Large international players: market leaders with a broad portfolio of products and
services, strong brand and competitive prices. Eg Amazon Web Services, Microsoft.
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Local cloud hosting providers: Gigas fits into this category. In recent years, a
number of local providers arose, such as Numergy and Cloudwatt in France; lomart
and Pulsant in UK; ProfitBricks in Germany; Cloudsigma in Switzerland; UpCloud in
Finland etc. In Spain Giga’s direct local peers are Arsys and Acens. There are other
web hosting companies such as Dinahosting and CdMon that could extend their scope
of action to cloud hosting similar to GoDaddy and DigitalOcean’s strategy (US).

In general, large multinational companies offer clients what is known as naked
infrastructure, in other words an infrastructure without support or management services.
This is the main differentiating aspect with Gigas because it usually suffices for early
adopters or technological pioneers (just 17% according to Rogers’ diffusion of innovation
curve) as they have the technical knowledge required as well as the motivation to test new
technologies. However, for other types of client laggards or the late majority it is
unsatisfactory.

Regarding the physical aspect of servers, the change is palpable with Gigas. The state-ofthe-arts design works as a highly configurable puzzle according to the final clients’
requirements. In this report we will cover in depth the differentiating elements of each
hardware component offered by Gigas in depth.
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In the case of this company, its positioning at the moment is limited and is focused on two
regions with divergent characteristics in terms of technological penetration and
development: Spain and LatAm.
On the Spanish front, as reflected in the graph, around 68% small companies still do not
have servers and 71% medium-sized companies have not formed external infrastructure
agreements with third parties, hence servers can be hosted externally. Consequently, as
the penetration of this technology is relatively low in Gigas’ domestic market, there is the
possibility of rapid adoption with high growth rates. In addition, although there are a number
of companies that have chosen to outsource traditional servers, these are open to taking a
step forward with cloud hosting.

On the other hand, and according to the graph on the right, the penetration rate in some
neighbouring core European countries is higher thus it should tend to homogenise in Spain.

In fact, the hosting market demonstrated its strength even during the worst years of the
economic crisis (2009-13) with multiple negative impacts: i) decelerating trend in main
Spanish macroeconomic indicators including consumption; ii) budget cuts in technology;
and iii) pressure in price components. Even so, and according to DBK’s (consultant
company) report on Hosting and Housing the sector grew +35.1% in terms of revenues
during the period 2009-13.
Various consultants estimate CAGR above +25% in the cloud hosting activity (players
such as Gigas, IBM, T-Systems, Telefonica, Arsys and NTT) segment in which over 45%
of the total hosting market is concentrated.
See Annex II. Cloud Computing in Spain.
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Regarding the Latin American market, a report released by the consultant company,
Pyramid Research (“Carrier Enterprise Services in Latin America: Creating the Cloud
Telco”) pointed to the cloud computing market growing 10x quicker than telecommunication
services and extending 3x in the following 5 years, from USD6.5bn in 2014 to EUR21.5bn in
2019e. The latter levels mentioned would represent approximately 14% of the total telco
market in Latin America.
The following diagram reflects the CAGR in the IaaS market per geographic areas
according to the latest report released by Gartner (June 2014, latest available data). The
future annual growth rates are high as it refers to a budding market (cloud’s low
technological penetration), non-demanding comparison base and high potential based on
the mentioned advantages.
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Most relevant corporate milestones
Gigas’ founders, with extensive experience in the telecommunications and internet sectors,
identified a market opportunity given the lack of cloud service provider (IaaS) companies
in the Hispanic markets. As mentioned, the majority corresponded to global multinationals
such as Amazon Web Services, Google, Microsoft and IBM. These offered a more
impersonal treatment to users vs. Gigas (support services by engineers with demonstrated
track-records and available 24/7 in Spanish/English).
These entrepreneurs, in 2011, found the following gaps/divergences in the market:


Reluctance of traditional hosting operators in Spain and LatAm to develop cloud
services due to fears of potential cannibalism of the rest of their service portfolios.



Technical support, especially from peers in US, using high technical language focusing
on specialists.



Need for the personal touch on behalf of customer services and sales teams;
especially important in Latin cultures such as the Mediterranean and Latin America.



Clients requesting to be accompanied in the migration process to the cloud and
accessibility to technical support.



Product design and operations beginning in the Spanish market

Following the creation of the company in January 2011, during its first few months the
founders employed their material and immaterial resources to define and design a
competitive product within the IaaS cloud segment. Once this phase was completed, the
Company carried out capital increases (initially 2) to acquire the necessary technological
infrastructure to mainly commercialise the product to providers such as HP (servers),
NetApp (storage cabins) and Cisco (communications). In parallel, the company rented the
necessary space required from a third party (Interxion, datacentre in Madrid) under the
housing regime to deploy infrastructures in a prestigious data centre (Tier III or higher) as
well as to hire the professional team required (engineers and technicians to provide
customer support).
At the end of 2011, 3 months since the commercial activity, Gigas already had 126 clients.



Organic growth in Spain

During its second year (2012), Gigas focused its efforts on improving commercial and
operating procedures with special emphasis on its state-of-the-art product (Cloud
Datacenter) focusing on the high-end; while simultaneously improving technical services in
terms of rapid migration of clients to the cloud environment.
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At the end of 2012 (847 clients, mainly Spanish), Gigas expanded its infrastructure setting
up a new data centre in Miami known as “datacenter NAP de las Americas” which serves
as a hub for some 90% of the global traffic towards LatAm. The latter is owned by the
company Terremark, previous affiliate of the American telco operator Verizon which later
sold its data centres to Equinix. With this move, Gigas has already decided its future
strategy partially based on organic expansion and via corporate moves in LatAm and
Hispanic speaking countries.
To finance the mentioned expansion, the Company increased capital in the summer of 2012
by EUR1.8m.



Expansion to Latin America

2014 (3,353 clients, around 24% outside of Spain) was the year in which Gigas decided to
test its first international market having consolidated its activity in Spain (Colombia,
operating in two cities: Bogota and Medellin). The company then began its commercial
activity in Chile and later in Peru, all leveraging on the data centre set up in Miami as well
as on the second data centre in Madrid (also pertaining to Interxion).
The incursion to Colombia, replicating the Spanish model, was a success. In 2014, gross
revenues in Colombia reached EUR514k and the number of clients reached 231 (net
capturing 114 clients Y/Y).
Consequently, the Company’s short/medium term target includes positioning itself as a
leading cloud services provider in Spanish-speaking countries.



Brillant delivery to date

Putting a foot in Colombia, Gigas continued to strengthen its presence in other Spanishspeaking countries in the region.
Revenues in 2013/14 multiplied by 5.4x in tune with the exponential growth in the number of
clients (4x) confiding in Gigas’ solutions. During 2015-18, Gigas set up affiliates in Peru,
Panama and Mexico, as well as a new data centre in Chile.
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The Company does not rule out giving entrance to retail shareholders in the areas where
present and contributing know-how as well as financial resources for expansion.

Reasons for joining the MAB
Gigas joined the Spanish Mercado Alternativo Bursátil (MAB; Alternate market) based on
the following reasons:


Increase equity, thus reach a more advantageous position to increase activities in more
countries, products, alliances etc. Consequently boosting growth organically and via
M&As, while simultaneously strengthening commercial structures where present.



Opening of an additional finance channel for future capital needs and development of
alternate activities.



Obtain funds to strengthen the structure of the marketing team generating sales in the
main product (Cloud DataCenter) as well as increasing the budget allocated to
marketing activities.



Loyalty of key personnel and management team through Incentive Plans linked to
listed shares



Extending shareholder base, tools to provide liquidity and sustain the target value of
shares to increase investors knowledge and serve as a consideration for potential
corporate moves. Place the focus on brand awareness and image, transparency,
solvency for investors and future relevant clients.
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Proposal of differentiating value
Gigas’ offer is made up by two differentiating products focused on two market segments:
Cloud Datacenter (mid/high-end, companies) and Cloud VPS (low-end, private and
SMEs). The differentiating factor of its offer, apart from client proximity and highly qualified
technical support, refers to its more sophisticated product (Cloud Datacentre) and high
capex for in-house developments and technology to manage public clouds.

Some of the unique factors distinguishing the Cloud Datacenter vs. similar market players:


Simplicity that characterises the handling of the interface. Although Gigas initially
thought of it for SMEs, the control panel developed with in-house technology is based
on easy use and simplicity thus not compromising any functions and manages the
state of virtual hardware in real time without human intervention. Gigas also has mobile
Apps to manage servers.



Dynamic management of resources (resource pool model) and provide servers
according to the variable capacity required. Peers in Spain (IaaS) offer a pre-set
size of servers to which clients must adapt to, but in this case, Gigas adapts to the
client’s needs, modulating inputs (RAM, CPU, disk, etc). Hence, clients are capable of
deploying servers with the desired size and redistribute resources among the various
servers without incurring in additional costs.
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For example, if a client requires a server with 10Gb RAM, it would not be possible with
Microsft Azure. Therefore the client would have to manage with the 7Gb offered or
move to 14Gb. With Gigas the client can configure the machine to the desired size
(e.g. 10.35Gb) which gives clients total granularity which translates into cost savings.


Cutting-edge technology and unique features. Gigas’ technology is similar to large
multinationals such as AWS, IBM, Google and Microsoft. In fact, regarding features,
Gigas offers unique solutions and advanced in markets such as the possibility of
changing the CPU of a server (from Intel to AMD or viceversa), moving servers among
the various datacentres (eg. Create machines in Madrid in the morning and move
these to Miami in the afternoon) without having to reboot servers or change the IP
address (even if it is public) or create servers with high critical mass up to 512Gb RAM
and 64 vCPUs (the largest in the market world-wide and specific for the big data
segment).



Local datacentres (advantage only applicable to Giga’s markets in Spain, Chile
and Colombia – the three most important). By leasing space in datacentres close to
clients, latency is reduced. This is especially outstanding in certain applications to
arrive with the upcoming 5G technology such as the autonomous car, tele-medicine,
IoT, etc.
This competitive advantage is important but not sustainable in time as large
international players are expected to accelerate deployment of 5G in coming years.
On the other hand, withholding taxes from international invoices, fiscal implications and
difficulties in realizing international transfers in LatAm countries are relevant and
generally represent a surplus cost for clients. Gigas has resolved this problem by billing
clients locally via its affiliates (whose revenues are services provided to the parent
company with the consequent fiscal efficiency involved).

The above accompanied with tutorials and guides available to clients from Gigas’ web page
(Gigas Docs): https://gigas.com/support/docs/index.php/P%C3%A1gina_principal
Technical characteristics: The average server is of 512Gb RAM and over 150GHz
computational power with scalable and redundant systems based on HP blade solutions on
high availability C7000 chassis pairs and Virtual Connect technology. NetApp storage is
offered with redundant equipment in independent disk trays and controllers with capacity to
grow above 4,000Tb. Connections between servers and storage are Fiber Channel
(8Gbps). Connection at level 2 via fibre between data centres. Redundant transit with global
Tier 1 operators. Network 10G (10 Gbps) using Cisco technology. Autonomous systems
with own address in Europe (RIPE); in US (ARIN) and Latin America (LATNIC).

Cloud Datacenter (90.3% revenues and 17.8% clients 2018e)
Solution for medium/large companies (high-end market with varying infrastructure needs
and/or contingency plans vs. current) seeking efficiencies through reducing costs and
physical space. The product is generally subscribed via the direct channel (sales force) and
indirectly (partners and distributors) resulting in negotiations and possible discounts
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according to the terms. Gigas offers a number of specific resources (RAM, memory and
storage) to replicate a physical datacentre in a virtual environment. There is the possibility
of adding new complementary features such as firewall, load balancer, BPM, VLAN among
others. In addition are solutions developed via third party products such as SAP Hana,
Oracle and D&R according to client needs.
The cloud datacentre grants clients the capacity to create, modify, redistribute and
administer their virtual data centre easily, simply, freely and autonomously; all controlled
and managed as from the control web panel in real time.

As included in the table, Gigas’ offer is highly configurable including standard firewall, backup, VLAN and load balancer. The advantages of this solution are various: customize
cloud/plug and play, free 24h support, personalised advice, help in real time, independent
management, location of data centres (Spain, US, Chile and Colombia) and the possibility
of mounting ISOs and personalized templates.


Firewall. A Standard Firewall for the Cloud Datacenter KVM and the Cloud Server for
Oracle. Regarding the Cloud Datacenter VMware and the SAP Hana solution, Gigas
recommends assuring the infrastructure with the Fortigate’s advanced firewall.
Possibility of free trails.



Load Balancer. Assures service availability distributing traffic to various servers thus
avoiding peaks and providing high availability and quick response for users.



VLANs. Seperates the various types of data among various private networks thus
achieving: i) greater security in servers without access to internet; and ii) optimizing
connections between servers; thus avoiding losses in transfers, optimizing access to
third parties’ private data as well as managing and assigning private mode from Giga’s
in-house control panel.



VPN. Provides encrypted connection between client offices and servers with Cloud
Datacenter. The client has unlimited access and can transfer information, with total
security and not requiring clients’ servers to be connected to internet. Transfer speeds
of 80Mb with up to 3 tunnels in Madrid/Miami and 80Mb in Chile for national traffic and
10Mb international.
Gigas also offers advanced VPN IPSEC, optimal for complex network structures
where the location of the VPN router is important, thus the best situation for the router
must be determined. It is advisable to place the router as close as possible to the
network element that connects with internet (e.g. DMZ). The objective behind this
configuration (known as “on a stick”) is to send traffic to a client’s cloud without
interfering with any other communications travelling through the network. It is therefore
necessary for a device to start the IPSec tunnel. This scenario can be of use if the
equipment that links the client to the internet does not have an IPSec feature. By
adding a UTM/router to the DMZ, a tunnel can be raised that adds a static route from
the client’s PCs to send VPN traffic via the new gateway.



Auto-scaling. With this system it is possible to automate growth processes, providing
more power when required and return to the initial state when traffic decelerates.
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Shared disks: Permits the configuration of cloud servers for simultaneous access of
users to the same disk to write and read, offering an error-free service and
guaranteeing data integrity among all data servers.



Backup. Feature acquired automatically and for free when subscribing to Gigas’
datacentre. This feature ensures recovering information in the case of any mishap.
There is the possibility of subscribing to an advanced data centre which allows clients
to configure back up and retention policies.

In general, Cloud Datacenter clients extend their services. For example, Gigas recently
introduced two new features:


Hot resize (not surpassing 1.6TB). Allows disk scaling without having to reboot
machines. This feature is available in all of Gigas’ virtualization systems and the
following products: Cloud DC, Clud Server Oracle and Cloud DC VMWare. File
systems
supported
by
the
following
operating
systems:
Windows
(FAT16/FAT32/NTFS) and Linux (jfs/reiser4/reiserfs/btrfs/ext2/ext3/ext4/xfs).



Global templates. Create templates in various operating systems and later distribute
these among Gigas’ datacentres.

Cloud VPS –Virtual Private Server- (9.7% revenues and 82.2% clients 2018e)
A cloud solution with limited critical mass server for professional designers and developers;
e-commerce and bloggers, mobile app developers, SMEs, resellers and freelancers. The
range of potential clients refer to low/mid-market that subscribe products through the direct
channel (Gigas’ web page). Gigas offers a 24/7 customer service and provides help for
migrations as well as dragging and mounting ISOs and templates.
We have included the plans offered by the company on the following page, with the monthly
ARPUs as from the simplest solution (VPS Nova) of 2Gb RAM and 2 cores for
EUR15.8/month to the most complete (VPS Summum) with 6Gb RAM and 8 cores for
EUR69/month. The plan (bundles) chosen by a client does not include a permanency
commitment and does include a money-back guarantee. Transferring data with a dedicated
IP is unlimited and provides absolute root control as well as free templates. 1 week free trail
available
The user will also have access to a control panel developed by Gigas where the client can
view statistics and obtain performance information of their web sites. In addition is the
possibility of instant upgrades if more resources, templates or other features are required.
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Awards, recognitions and certifications
Gigas has received the following recognitions in recent years:

Gartner, the renowned consultant, named Gigas Signficant Provider in the Infrastructures
as a Service (IaaS) sector in the cloud during four years (2013, 14, 15 and 17) in its report
“Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a Service”
Gigas was named the Spanish member of the Cloud Team Alliance, a European
consortium of cloud service providers, made up mainly by telco operators. The members
are: KPN (Netherlands), Belgacom Proximus (Belguim), MEO (Portugal), Numergy
(France, JV between the operator SFR and manufacturer Bull) and Enter (Italy).
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Datacentres located at strategic points
Data centres are as the word indicates energy-intensive data storage and processing
centres (DPCs) that require a high degree of security (physical - electromagnetic locks,
cameras, turnstiles, motion detectors, identification cards, etc) due to the information
housed. Datacentres are usually large buildings used directly by large companies to host
their own data or infrastructure managers in order to rent-out existing space.

Generally, all large servers are usually concentrated in server rooms also known as the cold
room. This room requires a specific refrigeration system to maintain a low temperature
(between 21 and 23ºC), which is necessary to avoid computer breakdowns due to
overheating. Major players in the technology sector (Apple, Facebook, etc) have their most
critical datacentres in the coldest countries in Europe in order to keep their servers at low
temperatures and reduce energy costs.
The server room usually has strict security measures for physical access, as well as fire
extinguishing measures appropriate to electrical material, such as water mist or Inergen
gas, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. However, currently soaring is the use of gaseous agents
as an extinguishing system.
Tier classifications, according to the ANSI/TIA 942 standard, indicate the reliability grade
of datacentres associated to four categories or available Tiers, in which Tier I is the lowest
and Tier IV the highest with 99.995% availability.
With the intention of reducing latency (response capacity to data transfers) when
implementing technological strands such as IoT, telemedicine, driverless car, etc, the trend
regarding datacentres includes locating these close to data reception/transmission poles to
reduce the data path. Therefore, the trend is towards building multiple and smaller sized
datacentres (with some exceptions).
An example of the latter would be Amadeus (within our coverage). Leader in travel
solutions via indirect and direct channels, Amadeus offers some services in the cloud
through its own datacenter (Erding, Germany) and via external partners’ datacentres in
various continents, such as AWS/Google Cloud Storage/SalesForce.com. The reason is to
reduce the response time in the flight/hotel/train booking systems and improve availability
grades according to the most demanding standards. We were able to see the latter in situ
during the technology conference held by Amadeus in London.
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Gigas currently leases space in 6 datacentres (Tier III and IV, top quality): 2 located in
Madrid and 1 in Barcelona, Miami, Santiago de Chile and Bogota (Colombia).



2

Spain. The two datacentres in Madrid (15,200m technical space with capacity for
thousands of servers and tolerant to failures and maintenance without stoppages)
and the one in Barcelona are rated Tier III. These grant access to a high number of
telco providers (70 telcos and ISPs), including level 1 networks, internet providers,
and content distribution networks, as well as to the main European neutral points
thus reduces interconnection costs and guarantees network availability.
Interxion, Company listed in the Netherlands (EUR3.8bn mkt cap), is the owner of
the datacentres and one of the largeest European datacentre operators with 50
located in over 11 countries. Its share price has increased over 200% in the last 5
years.
The Company’s track-record spans almost 20 years, guaranteeing a consistent
design and operational excellence in all locations, making it easier for clients to
expand services in Europe. In 13 European cities, Interxion’s clients will find a
range of options to cover the various needs in space, security, energetic power and
cold aisle closures.



US. Tier IV, the highest rating for datacentres, offers the best connection with Latin
America as the NAP (Network Access Point) is located in Miami, the hub in which
90% internet traffic travels to and from the continent. The datacenter has
2
70,000m technical space and is considered one of the largest.
Terremark, an affiliate of the telco operator Verizon, owns this datacenter. It is one
of the largest in US and Latin America (the second largest in the world) with 130
telco operators.
2



Chile. The datacentre in Santiago de Chile has 1,200m of technical space and is
one of the reference centres. Classified Tier III (in design and construction), it
registers 99.982% availability grade, offering the best connectivity in Chile.



Colombia: Datacentre rated ICREA 5 (availability equal to Tier IV), with the
highest grade of security and availability (99.99%). Located on the outskirts of
Bogota and especially designed and built under the strictest specifications in the
case of seismic failures, fire extinction, physical security and to carry out
maintenance without affecting services.
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Finally, to mention and considering the environment, servers used by Gigas consume much
less energy than the average. In general, a conventional server consumes 50KWh/month
whereas a cloud server with analogue features in Gigas’ platform including network
equipment consumption and storage (not included in the physical server) is of just
8.9KWh/month, some -82.2%. In addition, 100% of the energy consumed in Interxion
comes from renewable energy certified by the CNE and the cloud computing technology
used by Gigas reduces CO 2 emissions by over 96% compared to conventional systems.

Spain stablishing as the new data hub for southern Europe
Many companies are betting on the construction of important datacentres in Spain
due to its strategic geographical position, its wide potential for technological
development and the still incipient penetration of cloud computing compared to other
core countries of the European Union. The objective would be to connect southern
Europe and Latin America. The European flaps (equivalent to a hub in the sector) are
currently Frankfurt, London, Amsterdam and Paris.
One of the main problems in these companies is that electricity companies are not equipped
to supply the high energy requirements in the short/medium term.
Interxion (owner of the two datacentres Gigas uses in Madrid), announced the construction
of its third datacentre in Madrid (designed specifically for public cloud providers such as
AWS, Microsoft, IBM and Oracle), investing EUR44m, and opening in 2Q19. This would
form part of the Company’s bet on opening neutral datacentres throughout Europe via a
joint investment of EUR390m. These plans include new centres and extension of existing
centres in 8 European cities, including Amsterdam, Paris, Vienna, Frankfurt and Madrid.
According to the General Director at Interxion, Robert Assink, the Company expects to grow
in the next 5 years in Spain as it has during the 18 years in the country. Madrid should
reach the levels of the mentioned flaps, currently representing a tenth of these. Around 50%
internet traffic in Spain travels through Madrid with over 100 telco operators connected.
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Spain’s secondary role to date is due to the lower demand for cloud computing services
compared to neighbouring countries. In fact, cloud computing was mainly implemented in
central Europe and is now in full expansion in the south.
IBM also recently opened a new datacentre in Madrid called Cloud Garage, from which IBM
th
intends to boost cloud computing for Spanish companies. This is IBM’s 5 datacentre in
th
Europe and 13 world-wide. The Company presented various open platforms to address
companies’ complex digitalization processes and their integration to multi-cloud
environments, cybersecurity and artificial intelligence.
According to a study made by IBM and Oxford Economics, 82% of the companies say they
have begun Artificial Intelligence (AI) projects but 63% do not have the necessary talent and
60% are concerned regarding issues such as trust and the regulatory environment.
On the other hand, in recent studies McKinsey believes that companies have only covered
an average of 20% of the cloud computing transition.
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Marketing strategy: Gradually increase weight in the
indirect channel
Sales via online channel (web)
This sales channel is directed almost exclusively towards Giga’s simplest product, Cloud
VPS. The latter is generally subscribed by professionals or small companies seeking an
attractive quality/price relationship and compared with various providers before making a
decision (3 week sales cycle, beginning with the first visit to Gigas web until the purchase).
Prices are included in the web page and the contract is also via the web (credit card
payment and server instantly supplied when the purchase is completed). Therefore Gigas’
intervention is limited (self-service for clients) with some technical exceptions solved by
support team.
The ARPU in this type of client is low, ranging between EUR19 and 69/month. _However,
the contract is usually for longer periods (half year/annual) thus the prepaid mode is clients’
favourite option (>60%) due to the discounts offered.
Bundles are offered by online campaigns through text messages, search engines based on
key works, graphic announcements in technology web sites and present in social networks.

Sales team (direct channel)
The company has its own salesforce deployed in all the countries where present in order to
serve medium and large companies by offering exclusive tailor-made solutions for the most
sophisticated product (Cloud Datacenter). The monthly ARPU in this case ranges between
EUR129/month and various thousands. The sales team counted 24 at 2017 (including 6
presale engineers; 2 directors, Spain and LatAm) vs. 5 at 2013.
It generally refers to a consultative and technical sale where the commercial staff requires a
high level of expertise and is supported by specialised pre-sales engineers whose contact
person is a Director or Technology Manager with his/her own team in charge of systems
and developments. Proposals offered to clients include system architectures and timelines
on solutions to be implemented. Gigas believes that personal relationships with customers
in this segment are paramount especially in Hispanic markets as opposed to Anglo-Saxon
markets where consultative selling is uncommon.

Partners as a means to increase the capillarity of the sales network
Gigas is in the process of weaving an increasingly dense network of business partners to
market its products by giving them a discount in its Cloud Datacenter product. These then
offer the discount to clients as well as other complementary services (implementations,
migrations, develop software solutions, monitoring, administration, etc). At the moment,
the indirect sales channel is still at initial phases, although will likely dilute margins
at Group level (although it could be accretive as Gigas’ contributes its leading sales,
marketing and client support structures) as it gains weight with the increasing
discounts. The Company estimates contribution surpassing direct sales in two or
three years at the latest.
The Company does not differentiate between the products commercialised via the direct or
indirect channels. In both cases 24/7 technical support is offered, as well as free trails of the
mentioned features. The picture below includes some of Gigas’ current partners (some of
which have the largest critical masses in Spain and LatAm).
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These are known for being: i) system integrators or developers; ii) partners in implementing
SAP and Oracle solutions for which Gigas is certified and that lean on its infrastructure to
give client services; iii) software manufacturers that would like to offer solutions with SaaS
in their products without having to adapt to an existing application or undergo new
developments.
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Main providers and alliances
Heavy weight of the top-10 providers
Regarding the main providers, the top-10 represented around 53.7% of Gigas’ opex
excluding personnel. As it refers to a relatively standard technological service (servers,
storage, security, etc) and is highly competitive, it avoids the dependence on each of the
providers below.
Gigas subscribed strategic agreements with leading hardware and software providers and
with prestigious reputations with the intention to offer the best service to clients. The most
important hardware manufacturers are:


Hewlett Packard (HP), leader in high performance. HP provides Gigas with highdensity and state-of-the-arts blade servers. Gigas is simultaneously HP’s service
distributor as it is Partner Cloud Agile and member of its Partner One program.
The features offered by Gigas in its cloud platform with these servers are similar to
HPE Synergy’s, albeit not incurring its costs.



NetApp, reference in storage systems. Provides the network, storage cabins and
SATA disks for standard performance such as high-performance SAS with flash
memory cache.



Cisco, Nº 1 in connectivity. Absolute leader in the networking segment, facilitating
the latter to Gigas as well as switching and routing via 10G network at 10Gbps.



SolidFire, one of the leaders in solid state storage. Provides Gigas with a veryhigh performance storage platform with solid state disks (SSD) that allow Gigas to
offer clients multiple IOPs (input/output operations, disk access drives). The
company is member of the Fueled by SolidFire program.
Having reached this point, we must mention that NetApp recently acquired SolidFire
thus is in the process of integrating both platforms – which would be positive for
Gigas.

On the software front, Gigas has agreements with other reference manufacturers such as:


SAP, global leader in business support solutions (ERPs, Enterprise Resource
Planning). Gigas was the first cloud provider in Europe to count on the
Infrastructure Operations certificate to accommodate SAP solutions in the cloud
and, still today, is the only partner with said certificate in Spain and other markets
where the company operates. Consequently, Gigas captured a high number of
clients that lodge their accounting and SAP management systems in the cloud.



Microsoft, world-wide leader in software solutions. Gigas is Microsoft’s SPLA
partner (Software Provider License Agreement), thus can lease Windows licenses
and other programs under the pay per use mode. Gigas is also Microsoft’s Mobility
Partner in the use of said licenses on behalf of cloud clients.



Oracle, world reference in software and data base solutions. Gigas is Oracle’s
Silver Partner and has access to the Oracle Virtual Machine solution thus can offer
Oracle’s data bases to clients in the corporate segment under the pay per use
mode and thus has no need for initial investments but with relevant savings (not
quantified).



SAS Institute, yet another leader but in analysing data, Big Data and Business
Intelligence. Gigas is a partner of the company with the means to complement its
solutions with SAS for corporate clients (SaaS) using Gigas’ cloud.



Fortinet, reference in security. Gigas implemented Fortigate’s advanced firewall
to basic solutions clients as well as other security systems such as virtual
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appliances. There is no need to deploy physical elements, maintaining the control of
the infrastructure including relevant cost savings (not quantified by the Company).
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Highly fragmented client base
The current and potential range of clients is very wide, from private professionals to SMEs,
and medium and large companies via its Cloud Datacenter products that can include
multiple virtual servers with various corporate applications and advanced features. Gigas’
focus point is currently the high-end market.
At 9M18, and in general since its founding, the majority of Gigas’ clients come from Cloud
VPS (81.9%) vs. the Cloud Datacenter. In addition, it is important to consider that none of
the clients represent more than 4% of the Company’s total sales.
Worth mentioning, in recent results, the Top-5 client entered financial difficulties with
accounts pending for services provided by Gigas during a year. This disrupted results
which then made provisions for the pending amounts and legal disputes.

Gigas is the only official Spanish cloud supplier in the European Commission and other
government bodies. Worth mentioning, Ernst & Young (EY), apart from being Gigas’
auditor, is also a client.
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As reflected, at 2012 the Company was only present in Spain, registering 108 international
clients mainly in LatAm, representing just 12.8% of the total. However, with the opening of
new markets these began to grow even outpacing the domestic market as we can observe
in the following graph.
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Only 2 M&As realised… for the moment
At 1H18, some lines in the balance increased substantially due to two M&A moves. We
refer to intangible assets (goodwill), accounts payable, accounts receivable, equity and
long term debt.

Both operations produced a temporary rise in goodwill of EUR2,1m (linked to Ability and
not to SVT) included in 1H18 results that will be progressively amortised in coming years.
Once realised, the PPA will be distributed in the balance (the majority related with clients –
intangible assets) and therefore, goodwill will drop/disappear. In addition was the negative
impact in working capital following the integration (explained in depth in our estimates).

SVT, putting the client portfolio into value
On 11 January 2018, Gigas Hosting acquired 100% of the cloud provider SVT
(headquarters in Lerida). The operation took place in a single move, with no stakes held in
SVT or previous relationships between the two.
SVT was founded in 2007 and provides cloud hosting services to over 250 corporate
clients (mainly medium sized), especially for ERP hosting (Enterprise Resource Planning)
and namely SAGE, Microsoft Navision and SAP. Until then, SVT was an affiliate of group
SEMIC, a global IT service solutions provider.
According to Gigas, this acquisition is in line with the group’s strategy to accelerate growth
via selective M&As. With SVT, Gigas added new corporate clients that fit strategically with
its preference commercial target and reinforcing it’s positioning in the market for missioncritical application hosting in the new company which adds a new datacentre in Spain
(Barcelona).
In addition to the cloud hosting services provided by SVT, the company owned a security
services unit. The latter was excluded from the operation beforehand.
With no debt or cash, the deal was closed at EUR341.9k according to the following details:

The table reflects the amount pending payment of just 16.6% (EUR169k in April 2019,
once SVT’s 2018 accounts have been prepared) of the estimated amount. At 1H18 WC
was pending adjustment (-112k) now realised.
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In addition to the acquisition of SVT, Gigas Hosting subrogated 4 contracts for the lease of
computer equipment amounting to EUR219.1k, whose debt was included to the balance
sheet as well as assets subject to the contract. Gigas also assumed SVT’s debt for
services provided to a provider pertaining to the previous corporate group of EUR300k,
which resulted in a negative adjustment to working capital of EUR112.7k. Excluding the
mentioned debt, the adjustment would have been of EUR187.4k due to the payment of a
historic debt with a client cleared between June/July 2018.
Within the first payment the Company assumed a participated loan for EUR250k, which
th
was paid by SVT post a capital increase for the same amount realised by Gigas on 11 of
January 2018.
To conclude, if to the mentioned purchasing price we add the debt contracted, the total
transaction would be of EUR861, (vs. EUR665k announced at the time due to the
mentioned historic debt not affecting Gigas cash position). Gigas incurred costs of EUR86k
with this operation.

SVT’s client portfolio was valued according to estimated future revenues and average term
and included in the intangible assets account.

Strengthening its position in Colombia thanks to Ability
nd

Gigas closed the deal on Ability in Colombia (headquarters Bogota) on 22 May 2018. The
operation took place in a single move, with no stakes held in Ability or previous
relationships between the two.
Ability was founded in 2006 and initially focused on providing administrative cloud hosting
services that currently represent all the revenues. Ability provides services to over 70
corporate clients (high value-added profile with Datacenter product already
contracted), mainly medium sized and referring to ERP hosting and especially SAP.
This purchase contributes new corporate clients that, as in SVT’s case, also fit into Gigas’
target thus reinforcing its presence in LatAm, and specifically in Colombia (second market
behind Spain). On the other hand, with Ability Gigas has another datacentre in the region.
We also emphasise that Ability’s key manager joined Gigas with the intention of leading the
marketing efforts throughout LatAm as the Director in Latin America.
With no debt or cash, the deal was closed at EUR1,986m (see table):
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Gigas is yet to pay 31.6% (EUR0.627m) of the estimated amount. The payment in shares
was covered with 47,318 Gigas shares at EUR6.34/sh, according to a capital increase for
th
credit compensation carried out (new shares issued on 20 Sept’18). The earn-out set is
linked to Gigas’ revenues in LatAm for years 2018 through to 2020 and could imply a
maximum USD750k (EUR626.7k). The maximum payment would imply a 90% growth of
2017 revenues (Gigas LatAm + Ability) in three years reaching USD10.3m in 2020. Gigas
estimated achieving targets which would result in a payment of EUR313.3k in 3 periodic
amounts in the month of April in 2019, 2020 and 2021.
Gigas assumed financial debt (lease of computer equipment etc) and other debt relative to
non-current taxes of EUR458.8k. Gigas also incurred costs of up to EUR125k.
Ability’s assets amounted to a negative EUR174.2k, prior to the acquisition. Gigas could
not close a PPA (acquisition price) because the transaction took place at the end of May
2018, thus will do so during the 12 months since the mentioned date. The difference
between net assets and the price paid reached a total of EUR2.2m, which was
accounted entirely as goodwill (temporarily). Once the PPA calculation is made,
goodwill will be adjusted.

Following these two corporate moves, Gigas has continued to study potential
operations combining organc growth and inorganic via M&As.
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9m’18 results: Simply excellent
Gigas presented 9m results on 22nd November to which the market reacted positively with
the share price rising +17.5% on the day.
In our opinion, the Company is making a notable effort to increase its transparency,
recurrency and visibility in the market. We reach this assumption because companies
trading in the MAB are not obliged to report quartery results, but rather 6 months. Gigas not
only reports quarterly results but the information released is renowned for being exhaustive
vs. other MAB trading companies.

Operating KPIs were sturdy, with total clients increasing 9.9% Y/Y. Excluding the change in
perimeter which adds 153 clients with Cloud Datacenter (added value product, the
underlying expansion would have been +5.6% Y/Y. The fact growth comes from the
high-end market (Cloud Datacenter) is positive. Ability didn’t impact in terms of
Cloud VPS’ clients.
9m’18 sales came in +6% above the Company’s target: EUR7.16m vs. EUR6.5m, partially
owing to the change in the consolidation perimeter arising from the acquisition of Ability in
Colombia and SVT in Spain. Together these contributed EUR1.3m to 9m’18. Excluding
these, organic sales would have grown +15.1% Y/Y. In net terms, revenues were much
higher than the Company’s target (EUR6.25m vs. EUR5.9m, 5.9% spread). In our opinion,
these results are especially positive at the top-line following the loss of an important client
which affected 1H’18 results (EUR190k+VAT/year). On the negative side, +22.7%
increasing discounts and annual offers at 9m’18.
Gigas ended 9m’18 with an EBITDA almost 3x 9m’17. This was in line with the budget
(EUR0.944m), but below excluding the contribution of Ability and SVT (EUR0.602m +
EUR0.577m estimated). This effect was explained by the extraordinary costs linked to M&A
and the non-payment of a relevant customer. Both effects totaled EUR0.411m in 1H’18.
EBITDA margins expansion (practically the same as in 2017 in a single quarter) was high
for both 9m’18 (+7.6pp) and in 3Q18 standalone (+8.9pp Y/Y), which reflects the
acceleration in higher profitability. This is noteworthy, because according to our estimates,
SVT and Ability’s margins (18.1% and 24.5%, respectively) are dilutive at Group level. This
is compounded by the growing inclusion of third-party software licenses ("Other
Provisions") complementary to the products offered by Gigas itself.
The Connectivity and Datacentres account increased due to increased capacity carried out
as well as the incorporation of new datacentres in Barcelona, Madrid and Bogota
proceeding from the companies acquired.
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Finally, and in light of the results greatly outpacing the Company’s budget (revised
positively in 1H18), top management confirmed the 2018 annual guidance: gross
revenues EUR9.8m (vs. 10.2mEUR est) and net EUR8.5m (8.6mEUR est). Gigas’
estimates reaching EBITDA EUR1.5m (vs. 1.6mEUR adjusted est). The Company seemed
optimistic regarding data obtained and expects to surpass its annual sales foreasts. For
4Q18, Gigas estimates EBITDA above the previous quarter, thus ending 2018 12% above
forecasts and +160% Y/Y in reported terms.
The Company achieves its targets having mentioned an EBITDA mg of at least 20%
in the official Information Document for Admission (DIIM) to the MAB (released Sept
2015). Gigas will hold a BoD meeting at the end of the year to set 2019 guidance.

Conclusions from the results C.C. (the only MAB company that offers it).
The CEO, Diego Cabezudo, mentioned the following, important points for the first time
during the CC


Importance of transparency and details in reporting to investors. The margin
of error in Gigas’ budget is, in general, below a single digital with quarterly results
presentation and comparisons with the budget.



Apparently high multiple (14x) although larger cloud providers trade at 30x
due to the expectations on the sector. On the other hand, other companies
with lower critical mass trade at multiples similar to Gigas.



Positive net result in 3Q18. Convinced of obtaining a positive net result in 2H18,
although in our opinion negative for the year 2018.



Deceleration in client capturing Q/Q. Dropping due to Cloud VPS but the
Company is not concerned with this aspect. In our opinion, the expansion of the
Cloud Datacentre is more robust and of higher added value.



LatAm outperforming the Spanish market and progressively increasing sales
weight in organic terms and boosted by Ability in Colombia. The Company
expects LatAm to contribute more than Spain in 2019 even despite the acquisition
of SVT.



Rationality of M&A. Product mix (heavier weight of Cloud Datacenter),
complementary in terms of geography and equipment/operational bases.
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2017-22 estimates: CAGR above +15%
Robust growth of client base
Together with the increasing technological adoption of cloud hosting and thus penetration in
markets where Gigas operates (currently Spain and LatAm), the company registered a client
base grow up to 3x in Cloud Datacenter and 4.6x in Cloud VPS products (see 2012-17 graph
below). We have reduced the client capturing trend in a conservative manner for the period
2018-22 vs. 2012-17.
As the number of clients increases, Gigas will leverage more on data centres and
developments creating important scaling economies.
The organic growth in sales proceeds from: i) ample client base for the two aforementioned
products; ii) cross-selling and increasing features and requirement mainly for Cloud
Datacentre clients; and iii) opening of new markets, in order of importance: Colombia, Chile,
US, Peru, Mexico and Panama.

The company was capable of compensating the churn from the non-renewal of its services
inh line with the growth of its client base. We estimate higher monthly churn in Cloud VPS,
3% -due to the greater ease which permit users to change of supplier in a product with high
sensitivity to the price factor- compared to the Cloud Datacenter (1.1%).

Sales increasing in line with the cloud hosting market.
Consultant reports presented in the market show that the growth rate of the cloud hosting
market is above +25% per year. Establishing similarities with Gigas’ gross top-line
excluding discounts, we estimate CAGR 17-22e of +23.1% (slightly above the cloud
computing sector and including Ability/SVT) and remains unchanged including discounts
and offers. In our opinion this component will increase throughout time (CAGR’17-22e
+23.1%), as the client base increases, technology becomes a commodity, and competition
increases especially with surging local hosting companies such as Gigas.
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In parallel, the contribution from the Spanish domestic market will be increasing smaller,
from 86.5% reported in 2013 to more than 45% estimated for 2022e considering the
change in the consolidation perimeter with the recent M&As and the opening of new
markets and promoting existing ones.

We recall that our estimates include the M&As executed in 2018 and single transactions
made by thte Company (menitioned acquisition of SVT and Ability) detailed previously in
this report. As we can see in the following table, growth in net sales in 2017 reached +23%
and for 2018 we estimate +41.7% Y/Y (+15.2% a/a organic, excluding Ability and SVT).
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We consider Gigas’ sales growth to be healthy, leaning on the increasing higher added
value client portfolio (Cloud Datacenter) with average estimated ARPUs of EUR1,139.1 in
2018 and CAGR’17-22e of +6.8% (vs. CAGR 12-17 +1.5%) due to contributed solutions
including in-house and third-party developments. On the subject of Cloud VPS we also
estimate ARPU expanding CAGR 17-22 +2.4%, below Datacenter. Our forecasts (slightly
below historic track-record) are based on the competitive trend of the market and peers’
performances.
According to our estimates, the weight of Cloud Datacenter will rise from 86.3% gross
revenues in 2017 to 94.4% in 2022e. However, the opposite occurs in VPS which will lose
its stardom (5.6% weight in gross revenues 2022e, -7.2pp vs. 2017). We consider this
effect positive because, according to our estimates, the estimated average annual churn
for Cloud Datacentre is much lower than VPS.

In the DIIM, Gigas estimating reaching CAGR 2016-18 +58% net sales (vs. +78.8%
estimated vs. +41.7% excluding the partial contribution from Ability and SVT.
Consequently, Gigas estimates multiplying sales by 4x in 2018e vs. 2015.
Giga’s detailed forecasts pointed to net revenues of EUR8.1m at 1H18 (post discounts,
sclaing payments and others). The company updated its net sales guidance with the 1H18
th
results presentation on Sept 25 , including the mentioned in the consolidation perimeter
(SVT and Ability). With the two acquisitions, the new forecasts for 2018 points to net
revenues of EUR8.5m (+4.9% vs. previous guidance).

Opex also rising
Gigas’ main operating costs correspond to personnel (51.9% total opex 2017), external
services linked to agreements with third parties and licenses (19.1%), datacentres and
connectivity (10.3%). Fixed costs (personnel costs + other operating costs) in 2017
reached EUR4.5m, of the total EUR5.6m opex, thus representing 80% of the total opex.
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Variable costs refer to specific licenses, client demands (namely Cloud Datacenter),
consumption of each rack and connectivity costs. This type of opex is entirely transferred to
final clients. In addition are other variable costs such as marketing, especially digital, and
speciallised support as well as the commercial cost of acquiring clients (SAC). These costs
together with outsourcing represented 23.8% total opex at 2017.

Long term margins c.30% (+19.6p.p. vs. 2017)
Gigas’ 2016 forecasts pointed to negative EBITDA of EUR-398k vs. EUR-186k finally
reported. This was due to the strong investments made to accelerate growth with special
emphasis on the sales team and marketing in LatAm.
The Company began to generate a positive EBITDA in 2017 (EUR0.57m vs. EUR-0.19m in
2016). The negative EBITDA in 2016 is mainly due to the intense opex with the intention of
accelerating the expansion in LatAm (hiring senior sales force in Chile, Peru as well as
activity beginning in Mexico among others).
We expect the rising tren din EBITDA to continue due to the high scalability of core activity.
In fact, Gigas’ estimates points to EUR1.5m EBITDA in 2018 vs. our estimated c.EUR1.6m
including acquisitions and based on the strong organic sales growths seen in 9m’18
(despite losing one of a major client).
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In the DIIM report (September 2015), Gigas estimated EBITDA mg of 20% over sales
in 2018. This level was already reached in 1H18 (20.9% including the loss of the important
client (3% top-line) and superficial entrance of M&As in the consolidation perimeter), which
indicates the excellent delivery to invesors and converting management’s words to facts.
Our 2018 forecasts point to margins expanding +8.7p.p. to 18.1%, much higher than
management’s 20% set int he DIIM. This also demonstrates the predictability, reliability,
transparency and recurrent characteristics of Gigas’ accounts.
Regarding the long term, we estimate EBITDA mg 29/30% in 2022e (see graph).

Normalised working capital expectged post-M&A
In general, the impact from working capital in Gigas cashflows are usually slightly
positive. Cloud VPS clients pay directly via the web, and if the product is Cloud
Datacentre, billing is advanced to the validity period of the service in exchange of a
discount. The average payment period to suppliers was of 21.8 days at 2017 (vs. 22.5 in
2016). This contrasts with clients’ average payment period which is usually less with an
estimated spread of 6 to 10 days in favour of the company.
Consequently we estimate positive impacts from WC of 0 to EUR0.4m per year. However,
worth mentioning is the exception arising from the acquisitions of Ability and SVT, with
which Gigas suffered certain impact in terms of WC (2018 Y/Y).

Capital intensive corresponding to the definition of growth.
Gigas’ recurrent capex is mainly made up by: i) physical elements – servers, storage
cabins, disks etc that are later deployed in various datacentres; ii) internal development of
apps, and to a lesser extent; iii) acquisition of external applications as well as industrial
property assets. The company turns to a combination of investments in assets and inhouse
technology as well as pay per services/software to third parties usually via licenses (e.g
Microsoft with Windows, SQL or Microsoft Server and Oracle).
We estimate CAGR 2017-22 investments of EUR7.5m (vs total capex EUR6.2m for 201117) that Gigas will finance via Operating CF generated by its activity and debt. These
mainly refer to increasing servers and storage capacity.
Capex/sales ratios went from 100% in 2012 to 19% reported in 2017. We and the
company estimate capex over sales (and underlying trend) dropping thanks to scaling
economies rising from Gigas’ actual business model and greatly due to investments linked
to new clients captured by the company.
At the moment, Gigas has no patent or requests presented. However, it is considering
requesting these in the future with some advanced features still under investigation.
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Note. In the following graph we include capex from M&As of EUR1.6m for 2018e, excluding
the latter recurrent capex would be EUR1.2m vs. EUR1.05m indicated by the company as
property, plant and equipment capex.



Intangible assets

The Group includes information processing equipment (usually amortised in 5 years),
including activation of goods acquired vai financial rental contracts based on the intention
of exercising the call option following maturities and acquiring equipment (to a lesser extent
other installatins and furnishing.
Intangible assets are mainly in data centres located in Madrid, Barcelona, Miami, Santiago
de Chile and Bogota where the company rents space in highly secure installations with
guarantees of continuous energy supplies and maximum availability.
Racks and equipment are mainly hardware made up by servers, routers and data storage
equipment among others via purchases from technology suppliers. When taking the
decision of investing in new racks, there is an excess of capacity regading real demand
(necessary to supply traffic fluctuations at peak levels). Opex involves the maintenance
costs, the cost of rack space, capacity and minimum connectivity consumption.
The opening of a new datacentre generally implies mínimum investments of
EUR0.4m. Of these, c.50% corresponds to capacity and other half overhead (security
equipment, network, etc). Gigas’ intention includes investing in extending its datacentre
footprint to areas concrete areas such as those were sales are rising (Peru, Mexico etc) or
agreements with potential cleints or local partners are signed. The Company has not
explicitly spoken of opening more datacentres.



Research and Development

Gigas registers Research and Development costs (EUR250k estimated in projects for the
next two years) as costs during the year when realised but activated when certain
conditions are fulfilled: i) a specific and individualised project exists thus setting a reliable
valuation of the attributable disbursement; ii) allocation, accounted and temporal
distribution of the costs of each project are clearly established; iii) founded reasons for the
technical success of the project; iv) reasonably assured economic/commercial yield; v)
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finance reasonably tied to realization; and vi) there is an intention to complete an intangible
asset.
Personnel costs and tghose for services acquired from third parties participating in the
devleopment of applications are included as costs in the P&L account “Works realised by
the company for its assets”. When there is reasonable doubt that the project may fail it is
directly accounted in losses.
R+D assets are not amortised until the investment is completed, which if successful are
transferred to “Computer Applications”. These projects are usually linked to new features of
the Cloud Datacenter product.

Positive FCF in 2019e
The following table includes the estimated FCF per year. FCF will be positive as from
2019e considering more normalised capex/sales of 11.8%. For 2018e, we considered
capex from M&A (SVT and Ability), the partial consolidation of these and change in
perimeter in 2019.
Our estimates do not include future dividends (yield 0%; pay-out 0%).

The following charts show exponential growth of OpCF from Gigas’ ordinary activities and
consequently organic expansion of the client base and sales. We estimate OpCF
conversion (EBITDA-capex) of 50.8% in 2019e (+11.4pp vs. 2022e).
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Optimum credit profile
Following the issuance of the converitble bond subscribed by Inveready, Gigas has
resources to carry out more M&A moves. At 1H18 the company had EUR2.2m cash. In our
view Gigas can leverage at a maximum 4x ND/EBITDA (excluding convertibles), thus the
company ill have firepower of EUR2.2m for corporate moves according to our estimates.
Either way, we do expect the company to carry out more capital increases in the future.

As we can observe in the financial liabilities maturities table above (source 2017 Annual
Report) 29.1% of the maturities are concentrated in 2018 thus is being an intensive year of
refinancing. Including R+D subsidies, between 60-70% gross debt is at a set rate and a
competitive average cost of 2.3% and 3%.
2018 is being a very intense year in repaying debts, especially due to the Plan
Avanza. At the end of the year, Gigas would have employed EUR1.71m to debt (principal
+ interesest), including leasing payments inherited from SVT and Ability, but not including
Inveready (+EUR67k interest). Of this amount, EUR620k, corresponds to the two “Plan
Avanza”. Meanwhile, Gigas obtained new bank loans amounting to EUR1.25m during the
year with the intention of financing capex (EUR950k). Therefore, the Company registers a
surplus of EUR300k to be used to partially refinance debt.
In 2019, and with the current debt, Gigas will use EUR1.55m for debt payments, plus
EUR100k interests to Inveready, and possibly obtain more bank finance than that required
for capex. In addition, Gigas will have deferred payments to cover in SVT and Ability. The
repayments will drop substantially as from 2020 due to the cancellations of the two “Plan
Avanza”.
In our opinion, the Company has a wider range of financial sources available at a
lower financial cost due to the strength of its activity and low risk profile.
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At 2017, Gigas’ debt was mainly with private loan entities (EUR1.5m, +22.9% Y/Y) vs.
previous years, in which the main finance sources were public entities, soft loans and
subsidies (Plan Avanza). During the year, Gigas obtained loans amounting to EUR840k
with loan entities, over double the amont in 2016 (EUR400k).
In February 2017, the Company obtained a EUR200k loan, maturing in 5 years with a 2.5%
spread over Euribor. Later, in June 2017, Gigas further reduced the interest rate on
another loan of EUR110k maturing in 3 years and Euribor +2.2%. In fact, at said levels,
some of the loans obtained with public entitites such as the Ministry of Industry have higher
interest rates than those mentioned. (EUR520k loan obtained in 2012, 7 year amortization
with 3 in kind and 3.95% interest rate)
Our estimates do not include additional M&As or capital increases to those
announced. On the other hand, we consider it positive that Gigas does not have relatedparty transactions namely loans with reference shareholders.



Characteristics of the convertible bond subscribed by Inveready

The EUR2.5m subscribed entirely by Inveready was issued in April 2018 thus is included in
our estiamtes. The bond involves two tranches:
I.

Tranche A. EUR1.2m at a conversion price of EUR3/sh; 400k new shares.
Deep-in-the-money considering Gigas’ current trading price is way above the
conversion price. Consequently the conversion is a certainty (we have booked it as
equity and not debt) as from the third year in new shares (principal 400k + 59.9k
PIK interests).

II.

Tranche B. EUR1.3m (exercised at highs, although a partial issuance could have
taken place) at the set conversion price of EUR6.22/share thus is not deep-in-themoney (corresponding to the trailing 40 session weighted average). This tranch will
become new shares if converted (208.9k principal +31.3k PIK interest if converted
at the end of the period).

The issuance includes 4% annual cash payment – EUR700k per quarter; EUR100k annual
and 2% per annum in capitalizable cash at face value at the date of the conversion,
EUR375k PIK interest. This issuance matures in 7 years and EUR100k par facevalue.
rd
The bonds can be converted as from the 3 year.
In our estimates, we consider bonds conversion at maturity but is included in our valuation
we consider diluted shares. In addition, we have included 2% payment in shares (31.4k
shares) and another 2% per year in cash.
The bond conversion and paying interests in shares will dilute current shareholders’
stakes by approximately 14%. This aspect was considered in our estimates and
valuation. On the positive side, the convertible leaves Gigas in a very healthy position to
sustain future organic and inorganic growth.
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ROE/ROCE ramp-up…
We estimate a positive net profit of EUR0.5m in 2019e for the first time in Gigas’ history,
thus the ROE, ROCE, ROA and ROIC would be rational, having surpassed the ramp-up
period.

2018e will be the year in which Gigas will reach positive ROCE/ROE according to our
estimates. This situation will be consolidated in 2019e thanks to the Company’s leveraging
capacity and the majority of the investments made. In the medium/long term we estimate
ROCE between 8-19% according to timing in the repositioning and expansion capex
decided by the Company.

Abundant tax credits awaiting positive results
Gigas has around EUR6m tax credits available due to negative results in 2017. We have
considered the potential deduction of these in our estimates and according to the Fiscal
Law in Spain and the Company’s estimated future net profit and results per affiliates
(varied tax regimes per countries, unable to deduct tax credits as these are registered
within a Spanish parent company). This is why our effective tax rate differs materially from
the theoretical rate in our forecasts.
The following table includes the main moves in assets/liabilities due to deferred taxes in
2017. The conclusion is that the Company has not yet extracted the value of these
because it has not reported a sufficiently representative EBT.
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The majority of the tax credits registered by Gigas do not have a maturity date, thus will be
especially positive for the P&L’s bottom-lines as from this year in which EBT (EUR0.6m
estimated) should be sufficient.

Our estimates include EUR1.8m financial assets corresponding to deductions on deferred
assets and accumulated losses. This amount is reached by balculating the current NAV
according to the Tax Law.
Regarding tax shields, although the tax law does not include a limited time to compensate
BINs, Ernst & Youngs’ criteria is that there must be a high probability of these being
compensated in 10 years to maintain these in the balance without erosions. Each year 10
year business plans are prepared with the auditors to corroborate this aspect. On the
subject of our estimates, we also include a maximum 10 year period.

We neither want nor expect dividends
The Company’s bylaws do not regulate dividends but the AGM could agree to distribute
dividends.
Included in the DIIM: "However, given that important growth opportunities were detected
and, therefore, the creation of value for shareholders, Gigas' intention in the short and
medium term is to reinvest the profits generated, although it is not ruled out that dividends
could be distributed in the future”.
Within the curren ramp-up phase and with the recently achieved break-even in EBITDA in
2017 and positive net profit in 2018, it is not the bst momentum to prioritise remuneration
for shareholders, at least not during the period 2018-19. In fact, our terminal value and
estimates up to 2022e do not include dividends, not even a small 10% pay-out due to the
Company’s pure growth profile.

In our opinion, the OpCF generated by Gigas shoudl be used to leverage activity due to the
highly scalable character, national and international expansion especially in its added value
product, Cloud Datacenter, and the development of in-house solutions that further increase
the differentiating character considering that the cloud is becoming a commodity.
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Valuation
We use three methods to value Gigas Hosting’s shares. Howsever, two a merely illustrative
(comparatives and PUV) and are not considered when setting our final fair value on Gigas.
The following table includes the average fair value obtained from the three mehtod: i) DCF
17-22e, in our opinon the most reasonable method as it includes the Company’s
performance and future growth; ii) Potential User Value (PUV), used more in M&A deals as
it only includes the value of the current client portfolio; and iii) Comparatives. On the other
hand, and in our opinion, we consider the Company a strong takeover target in the
medium/long term. However, we do not apply an M&A premium in our final fair value –
taking a conservative stance.

The three methods include diluted number of shares (5m shares fully diluted vs.
current 4.3m trading shares) of 16.2% following Inveready’s bond conversion and
PIK interests.

DCF17/22e. Structural strength of cloud computing materialising
In our opinion the DCF method is the most adequate to value Gigas Hosting. We
consider a medium/long term period (2017 – 2022). This period is marked by the total
change in the consolidation perimeter and synergies from the SVT and Ability acquisitons,
the scaling economies created with the organic growth in the client base in both VPS and
the Cloud Datacenter and the consequent expansion of EBITDA margins due to the
increasing operating leverating and cash generation.
The implied multiple of the adjusted terminal value is 11x EV/EBITDA (weight 86.6%),
WACC 8.8% and perpetual growth rate of 3% based on the strong growth of the
cloud computing sector, from which Gigas will undoubtedly benefit from.
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Our exit base EV/EBITDA (11x) are in line with the listed peers’ average (11.1x).
Consequently our valuation is conservative even despite the heavy weight of the terminal
value due to the company’s growth profile.
We have also realised a sensitivity analysis according to the two most critical operating
parameters for Gigas’ core business. On one hand, the number of VPS and Cloud
Datacentre clients, and on the other their respective ARPUs. Applying a variation of +/-15%
in both clients and ARPU in future years, we obtain a fair value that sets a best and worst
case scenario (see chart).
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Potential User Value (PUV). Upside near 60%...
This method is especially indicated if a large sector player decides to acquire Gigas
Hosting. In fact, it is the one generally used by Gigas when valuing companies
acquired internatinally such as Ability. The VPU valuation method does not consider
future growth in lien with the dynamics of the cloud computing sector therefore, from our
stance this method complements the DCF but does not replace it.
Using the recent 9m’18 results as our reference, we estimate a client service cost of some
60.6% of 2019 sales assuming the client portfolio does not grow (specific for VPU method).
With this hypothesis we obtain a potential user value of some EUR39.1m in addition to the
equity value on Gigas Hosting.

Consequently, we reach a fair value of EUR8.8/share on Gigas Hosting, including the
dilution arising from Inveready’s bond conversion (5m shares).
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Peers. Big differences in the cloud computing sector
Description of peers Annex III.
We consider the peer group valuation merely illustrative, not considering the latter in
our fair value on Gigas. The reason being:
I.

Gigas’ multiples since it was borne until at least 2019-20 are not representative
as the activity is in ramp-up phase. 2017 was Gigas’ first year with a positive
EBITDA and 2019 should reach net earnings.

II.

Unreliable consensus on the majority of Gigas’ direct peers and many are not
listed.

III.

Financial KPIs and more accessible multiples refer to large US (Amazon,
Alphabet, IBM, Microsoft) and Chinese technology companies (Alibaba, we use it’s
Nasdaq ADR). As mentioned, cloud computing, in general represents a small part of
the group’s revenues. We use the group’s EV/EBITDA 18e to establish our
comparable valuation on Gigas (EUR6.6/sh) as an approximation.

The table below is our comparables valuation (we consider Gigas’ total shares diluted post
Inveready’s bond conversion) rising from the average EV/EBITDA’18e (see chart on the
following page). We were unable to realise a valuation using only Gigas’ most direct peers
because, as mentioned, the majority are listed and the fact that Factset has no reported
data or consensus regarding multiples (N/A in the table on the following page).

Some peers surging post Amazon Web Services are Rackspace (US, not listed) and
Iomart (EUR473.3m mkt cap current fx) that trade on the UK’s alternate market (AIM).
Both focus on Anglo-Saxon markets and own their datacentres and develop technology
in-house.
Unfortunately, many of the most direct peers do not trade. This is not only the case
with Rackspace but also the French Numergy and Cloudwatt, Pulsant (UK); ProfitBricks
(Germany); CloudSigma (Switzerland) and UpCloud (Finland).
There are other listed companies such as Interxion (owner of Gigas’ datacentres in
Spain), whose activity is linked to infrastructures supporting cloud computing (space rental
in owned datacentres) but is not entirely homogenous to Gigas’ core business.

See Annex III for peers’ price per share, EV/EBITDA and P/E performance.
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Brilliant performance of Gigas’ share price since it was listed
One of the first phrases in this report is the price per share – EUR3.25/share - set by
Gigas for its listing to the alternative market (Mercado, Alternativo Bursátil, MAB) in
Spain in November 2015. Investors’ entering the stock at the time would have
obtained a yield of almost double the amount invested (2.2x). In parallel, reported
quarterly revenues were multiplied by c.2.5x in the same period considering 3Q18.
Only in 2018 YTD, the share rose +86.3%.
On the other hand, and mentioned in this report, it is a tempting sales option for founders
precisely due to the strong revaluation of shares. However, beyond the latter, in the
segment on Gigas’ capital structure we can observe that shareholders attended the capital
increases realised so as not to dilute their stakes.
As in the operating line, Gigas’ cloud computing peers are characterized by the varied
market performance with clear winners (generally multinationals such as Amazon, Alphabet,
IBM, Alibaba and Microsoft) and losers (generally poor managed companies and lower
critical mass). In this business the segment is important, based on the relevant, potential
scaling economies. See table.

In terms of volume, Gigas’ shares are the second most liquid of the MAB in relative terms
and the fourth in absolutes as can be seen in the table on the following page.
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Takeover target
Gigas Hosting will fit in, strategically speaking, with many companies; not so much as with
larger players such as Amazon Web Services or other US multinationals, but rather local,
European technology companies (Capgemini, Indra Sistemas – Minsait – Sopra Steria,) or
even large telecommunication operators (Telefonica, T-Mobile, BT) seeking to diversify
activities outside of the already commodity voice segment towards digital.
Either way, we do not believe the mentioned companies would have our DCF valuation on
Gigas in mind but rather the potential value of the current client portfolio (fair value
EUR8.8/sh) so as to incorporate these to their own infrastructures. In our view it is not time
to put the company up for sale but rather wait for a more advanced stage possibly in 201920e. The premium demanded by current shareholders could be of a minimum 20% over our
fair vale.
On the other hand, the Inveready’s stake post-conversion would be of c.14% and
foreseeably obtain at least one position in the BoD. We consider that after this move a
corporate action over Gigas would be more likely.

Historic M&A moves in the cloud computing sector
In the table on the following page we can observe how EV/EBITDA calculated via the historic
arithmetic mean of M&As carried out in the cloud computing sector reached 10.4x. This
contrasts with Gigas Hosting’s trading level of 14.2x for 2019e that is higher.
At a glance it seems that Gigas’ shares already include a speculative premium and is traded
in. In our opinion, it is not so because with a simple EV/EBITDA multiple does not include
future potential growth or the value of the current client portfolio (mainly proceeding from the
Cloud Datacenter).
The table below includes the more relevant M&A moves in the sector and the implied
EV/sales multiple for each one (vs. 3.5x Gigas according to our 2019 estimates).
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Capital structure: prestigious investors present
Since its founding in January 2011, Gigas has captured EUR4.4m + EUR4.1m (pre and post
listing, respectively) in equity including the latest capital increase in kind for loan conversion
(EUR300k) to acquire Ability. In addition is Inveready’s EUR2.5m convertible bond.

Capital increases timeline

Chronological description of each of the capital increases cited in the table with the
progressive entry of the various key executives and founders,


Company founded on 21st January 2011 with EUR16,000 capital and shares of
EUR1 nominal value. Shareholders were Vera SA (company controlled by Antonio
Jesus Saez Pomares), Walter Janusz Kobylansky Gibson and Kampanu Capital
Group (controlled by Gigas’ current CEO Diego Cabezudo Fernández de la Vega).



Capital Increase 30th May 2011. EUR8,000 with 8,000 new shares at EUR1
nominal value. 4 shareholders: Diego Cabezudo Fernández de la Vega, José
Antonio Arribas Sancho, Antonio J. Sáez Pomares and Walter Janusz Kobylansky
Gibson.



Capital increase 1st June 2011. EUR6,000 issuing 6,000 new shares at EUR1
nominal value and an issuance premium of EUR70,000. Moises Israel Abecasis
entered the company.



Capital increase 29th July 2011. EUR9,600m, 9,600 new shares at EUR1 nominal
value and EUR854,400 premium issuance. New financial investors proceeding from
private equities: Cabiedes&Partners and Bonsai Venture Capital.



Capital amortization 28 June 2012. Gigas amortised 4,800 shares donated by
Walter Janusz Kobylansky Gibson.



Capital increase 11 July 2012. EUR17,480m, 17,480 shares at EUR1 nominal
value and premium issuance of EUR1,774,220. Subscribed by the shareholders and
various new ones, including Caixa Capital.



Capital amortization 14 February 2013. Gigas amortised 4,800 shares donated
by Antonio Jesús Sáez Pomares.



Capital increase 30 October 2013. EUR12,655, 12,655 new shares at EUR1
nominal value and premium issuance of EUR1,632,495. Attended by shareholders.



Transformation to a Public Limited Company (29
June 2015). Each
shareholder received one Gigas Hosting shares x one previous share held.

th

th

th

th

th
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Nominal value reduced (20th July 2015) to EUR0.02, increasing the number of
shares trading to 3,006,750.
With the intention of generating treasury stock prior to the listing to the MAB (liquidity
contract and Employee’s Inventive Plan), Gigas acquired 60,000 shares from one of
the shareholders.



Capital increased approved at the AGM in June 2018 (registered in October 2018)
for the acquisition of Ability. EUR300k; 47,318 shares issued at EUR6.34/share;
nominal value EUR946.36 and premium EUR299,049.

Since forming part of the MAB (EUR324,802 costs incurred) in November 2015, the
Company only realised a capital increase in kind to compensate loans of EUR299,996
(EUR946.4 nominal value) linked ot the acquisition of Ability in Colombia.

Shareholder structure
The Company’s shareholder structure includes the executive team which holds 24.2%, the
private equity Bonsai Venture Capital with 7.36% and Caixa Capital (La Caixa’s private
th
equity affiliate) with 7.87% capital according to the relevant fact dated 19 October 2018. In
the past there were up to 3 private equity companies, the mentioned Bonsai Venture Capital
and Caixa Capital as well as Cabiedes & Partners with with 7.44%.
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Despite the numerous capital increases carried out, standing out is that the executive
team has hardly diluted their stake by attending these. This indicates the team’s
confidence and their implication in the Company, and that in our opinion is yet
another positive aspect.
Consequently, Gigas Hosting’s shares are among the most liquid in the MAB with over 1.5m
shares trading (c.35% of its shareholder base) and approximately 45% rotation.

Incentive plans and key posts
On the occasion of Gigas’ incorporation to the MAB and with the objective of acknowledging
the efforts made by founding partners and employees as well as the contribution to
developing the business, the following remuneration plans were approved at the AGM held
in July 2015:


Share delivery plan for employees.
o

125 shares delivered to each employee when Gigas’ was included to the MAB.

o

Following the first year since the incorporation to the MAB, 250 shares was
delivered to each employee remaining in the company.

All shares delivered proceeded from the treasury stock, thus no capital increases
were required.


Stock option plan for founding partners (José Antonio Arribas Sancho -COOand Diego Cabezudo Fernández de la Vega -CEO-). The three incentive plans are
all grouped in a single plan for founders, in case the Company is sold.



Option plan for key employees (finalized, vested options although not
exercised in the majority of the cases). At the AGM (July 2015) a change was
approved to adapt the previous plan to the new situation post-incorporation to the
MAB.

We have not considered potential capital increases in October 2018 (the target linked
to the revaluation of the share price was not achieved) or October 2019 (currently
unknown).
From our stance, the incentive plans established are fair and are in line with the rest
of the Company’s shareholders’ interests as it implies high yields based on Gigas’
trading price.
In our opinion, incentives such as that mentioned are essential for companies like
Gigas where the human capital and know-how is a key and differentiating aspect in
the activity.
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Risks. Attractive pairing between potential and doubts
Below we have listed the potential risks, endogenous and exogenous, affecting Gigas
Hosting:


Limited critical mass vs. large global players



Technological obsolescence and dependence on suppliers



Capital intensive activity



Future capacity to maintain the client capturing rhythm organically.



Dependence on executive team and key personnel



Maintenance of security and availability of Gigas’ platform



Substantially high monthly recurrent revenues from contracts of one year or less.



Forex fluctuation risk



Regulation and expansion in foreign countries



Impact from rising interest rates



Dilution from bond conversion, overhang risk and incentive plans



Volatility of share price and lack of liquidity



Non-existing dividends in the future
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Annex I. Cloud computing in Spain
Source: Quint Report 2017, Wellington Redwood
Although technologically the cloud has been a reality for years, it is now that relevant
increases in penetration are beginning to be observed in small and medium-sized Spanish
companies. In fact, they are planning to increase their IT budgets in Cloud by nearly
+60% and, currently, in the smallest companies this budget is already 30%. 55% of
companies with lower turnover spend more than 15% of their budget on IaaS.

We provide the main results of a study carried out by Quint that takes a representative sample
of large Spanish companies that have tackled, have done so or are undertaking projects to
migrate their infrastructures (IaaS/PaaS) to the cloud environment.
One of the first conclusions to be drawn from the study is that small, large and medium-sized
Spanish companies are interested in the cloud because of the following factors: (I) cost
savings (especially companies with lower turnover and less need to amortize important
investments), (II) infrastructure modulation depending on the service to be offered, (III)
easier management and (IV) consolidation of complex infrastructures (especially in
companies with higher turnover). On the whole, 36% of companies will increase their
investment in IaaS and PaaS next year.
Regardless of the critical mass of enterprises, for none of them is the cloud the end in itself but
the way to their digital transformation. As far as the debate between the private and public
cloud is concerned, it continues to opt for the former, concentrating the weight of the most
critical services. However, the hybrid cloud is being advanced as an intermediate step.
The following graph shows how almost 75% of companies think that the cloud is
necessary for their business and nobody believes that it is irrelevant.
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All technological areas are moving towards Everything as a Service (XaaS). The importance of
cloud services in the different technological fields will be considerably greater in 2019 than it is
at present (graph attached). Although the areas in which the cloud is currently most
consolidated in IaaS are messaging, infrastructure to support front-end layers of applications
and storage, the greatest expected growth will be in security services (60%) and transactions
(67%).
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The biggest disappointment in the adoption of the cloud according to the study had to do with
a smaller reduction in operating costs than expected by organizations. In general, the pay-peruse model offered by companies such as Gigas requires technology consumption to be highly
parameterised. Therefore, if the migration to the cloud is not accompanied by a
transformation of operational processes, the efficiency of the whole is minimised. On
the other hand, companies face fewer barriers to change than initially expected in terms of:
problems with SLAs, integration difficulties or lack of provider capacity.
The roles in the most important companies for contracting cloud services are usually the
CIOs/CTOs followed by CDOs (Digital Transformation Managers or similar). On the other
hand, cloud services contracts are becoming shorter and shorter. Historically, IT service
contracts were tendered for long periods of time (10/12 years). However, this trend shifted
towards shorter term contracts (3/5 years).
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Annex II. Amazon Web Services, the sector giant
For the first time in April 2015 the multinational e-commerce company, Amazon, shed some
light on sales per product lines. This implied acknowledging the sales in Amazon Web
Services in 1Q15, reaching USD1,560m (+56% Y/Y, total 6.9% weight over total sales). This
indicates the exponential growth in the budding cloud hosting market.

According to market sources, Amazon Web Services could be listed as from 2019 (estimate
mkt cap USD600bn, arising from sector multiples according to the financial position) via a
spin-off from the parent company with the intention of putting it into value, avoid conflicts of
interest with activities, facilitate acquisitions, reduce regulatory pressure and increase
visibility. If this placement does take place, AWS would be the leading company in the sector
per market cap.
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In 3Q18, AWS’ net sales represented 11.3% of Amazon’s total sales vs. 10.8% a year ago.
For example, AWS’ growth rhythm in revenues was over +40% Y/Y. In addition, AWS’
operating margins at 3Q18 reached 26.9% (+4.5pp Y/Y). We are unable to calculate the
EBITDA per activity with the information reported by Amazon; however, market sources point
to 55-60% vs. Gigas’ long term estimate of 30% (vs. 41.6% WIIT; 41.3% IoMart; 21.6%
GoDaddy vs. Interxion’s 45.6%).
A similar case to Amazon is Google (cloud revenues breakdown not available). The
company basically seeks growth in cloud with the intention of reducing dependence on its
core advertising business (96% current revenues at group level and 87% advertisements in
its search engine).
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Annex III. Brief description of peers
Source: Factset & GVC Gaesco Beka
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Annex VI. Peers’ historic market performance
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Gigas Hosting : Summary tables
PROFIT & LOSS (EURm)
Sales
Cost of Sales & Operating Costs
Non Recurrent Expenses/Income
EBITDA
EBITDA (adj.)*
Depreciation
EBITA
EBITA (adj)*
Amortisations and Write Downs
EBIT
EBIT (adj.)*
Net Financial Interest
Other Financials
Associates
Other Non Recurrent Items
Earnings Before Tax (EBT)
Tax
Tax rate
Discontinued Operations
Minorities
Net Profit (reported)
Net Profit (adj.)

12/2015
3.7
-3.9
0.0
0.4
0.4
-0.7
-0.3
-0.3
0.0
-0.3
-0.3
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.4
0.2
42.7%
0.0
0.0
-0.2
-0.2

12/2016
4.8
-5.4
0.0
-0.2
-0.2
-0.8
-1.0
-1.0
0.0
-1.0
-1.0
-0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
-1.1
0.3
28.4%
0.0
0.0
-0.8
-0.8

12/2017
5.9
-5.6
0.0
0.6
0.6
-1.0
-0.4
-0.4
0.0
-0.4
-0.4
-0.1
-0.1
0.0
0.0
-0.6
0.1
22.9%
0.0
0.0
-0.5
-0.5

12/2018e
8.6
-7.6
-0.4
1.2
1.6
-1.5
-0.3
0.1
0.0
-0.3
0.1
-0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.6
0.0
6.3%
0.0
0.0
-0.6
-0.1

12/2019e
10.0
-7.7
0.0
2.4
2.4
-1.6
0.8
0.8
0.0
0.8
0.8
-0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
2.5%
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5

12/2020e
11.8
-9.0
0.0
2.9
2.9
-1.9
1.1
1.1
0.0
1.1
1.1
-0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8
0.4
n.m.
0.0
0.0
1.1
1.1

CASH FLOW (EURm)
Cash Flow from Operations before change in NWC
Change in Net Working Capital
Cash Flow from Operations
Capex
Net Financial Investments
Free Cash Flow
Dividends
Other (incl. Capital Increase & share buy backs)
Change in Net Debt
NOPLAT

12/2015
0.4
0.3
0.7
-2.5
0.0
-1.8
0.0
3.6
1.8
-0.2

12/2016
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.8
0.0
-0.8
0.0
-1.1
-1.9
-0.7

12/2017
0.5
-0.1
0.4
-1.2
0.0
-0.7
0.0
-0.7
-1.5
-0.3

12/2018e
1.3
0.4
1.7
-2.8
-1.6
-2.8
0.0
0.0
-2.8
0.1

12/2019e
2.1
0.0
2.2
-1.2
0.0
0.9
0.0
1.9
2.8
0.6

12/2020e
3.0
0.2
3.2
-1.4
0.0
1.8
0.0
3.6
5.4
0.8

BALANCE SHEET & OTHER ITEMS (EURm)
Net Tangible Assets
Net Intangible Assets (incl.Goodwill)
Net Financial Assets & Other
Total Fixed Assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Other current assets
Cash (-)
Total Current Assets
Total Assets
Shareholders Equity
Minority
Total Equity
Long term interest bearing debt
Provisions
Other long term liabilities
Total Long Term Liabilities
Short term interest bearing debt
Trade payables
Other current liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity
Net Capital Employed
Net Working Capital

12/2015
1.7
1.3
1.9
4.8
0.0
0.8
1.7
-1.9
4.4
9.2
5.1
0.0
5.1
2.3
0.0
0.0
2.3
0.7
0.4
0.6
1.7
9.2
6.3
0.4

12/2016
1.9
1.5
2.3
5.7
0.0
0.8
0.5
-1.7
3.0
8.7
4.5
0.0
4.5
1.8
0.0
0.1
1.9
1.3
0.5
0.6
2.3
8.7
6.0
0.4

12/2017
2.3
1.3
2.3
6.0
0.0
0.9
0.2
-1.6
2.8
8.7
4.1
0.0
4.1
1.9
0.0
0.1
2.0
1.6
0.4
0.6
2.6
8.7
6.0
0.5

12/2018e
3.3
3.9
2.6
9.8
0.0
1.3
0.2
-1.9
3.5
13.3
5.1
0.0
5.1
4.2
0.0
0.2
4.4
1.9
1.2
0.7
3.8
13.3
9.5
0.1

12/2019e
2.6
4.2
2.6
9.4
0.0
0.8
0.2
-1.9
3.0
12.4
5.6
0.0
5.6
3.2
0.0
0.2
3.5
1.9
0.7
0.7
3.3
12.4
9.0
0.1

12/2020e
3.5
4.8
2.6
10.8
0.0
0.7
0.2
-1.8
2.8
13.6
6.8
0.0
6.8
3.2
0.0
0.2
3.5
1.9
0.8
0.7
3.4
13.6
10.3
-0.1

GROWTH & MARGINS
Sales growth
EBITDA (adj.)* growth
EBITA (adj.)* growth
EBIT (adj)*growth

12/2015
51.8%
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.

12/2016
29.0%
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.

12/2017
23.0%
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.

12/2018e
45.3%
178.3%
n.m.
n.m.

12/2019e
15.8%
53.7%
588.5%
588.5%

12/2020e
18.2%
20.5%
24.9%
24.9%
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Gigas Hosting : Summary tables
GROWTH & MARGINS
Net Profit growth
EPS adj. growth
DPS adj. growth
EBITDA (adj)* margin
EBITA (adj)* margin
EBIT (adj)* margin

12/2015
n.m.
n.m.

12/2016
n.m.
n.m.

12/2017
n.m.
n.m.

12/2018e
n.m.
n.m.

12/2019e
n.m.
n.m.

12/2020e
122.8%
122.8%

10.2%
-7.2%
n.m.

n.m.
-20.4%
n.m.

9.6%
-7.4%
n.m.

18.4%
1.4%
1.4%

24.5%
8.5%
8.5%

24.9%
8.9%
8.9%

RATIOS
Net Debt/Equity
Net Debt/EBITDA
Interest cover (EBITDA/Fin.interest)
Capex/D&A
Capex/Sales
NWC/Sales
ROE (average)
ROCE (adj.)
WACC
ROCE (adj.)/WACC

12/2015
0.2
3.0
4.3
377.7%
65.7%
9.6%
-6.2%
-6.1%
8.8%
-0.7

12/2016
0.3
-7.6
n.m.
101.5%
16.8%
7.3%
-16.0%
-19.7%
8.8%
-2.2

12/2017
0.5
3.2
6.6
114.3%
19.5%
7.8%
-11.4%
-8.0%
8.8%
-0.9

12/2018e
0.8
3.5
3.3
193.0%
32.8%
1.1%
-2.7%
1.3%
8.8%
0.1

12/2019e
0.6
1.3
8.4
75.1%
12.0%
0.6%
9.5%
9.3%
8.8%
1.1

12/2020e
0.5
1.1
10.6
73.1%
11.7%
-0.8%
18.4%
9.8%
8.8%
1.1

PER SHARE DATA (EUR)***
Average diluted number of shares
EPS (reported)
EPS (adj.)
BVPS
DPS

12/2015
4.3
-0.05
-0.05
1.19
0.00

12/2016
4.3
-0.18
-0.18
1.05
0.00

12/2017
4.3
-0.11
-0.11
0.95
0.00

12/2018e
4.3
-0.14
-0.03
1.18
0.00

12/2019e
4.3
0.13
0.12
1.30
0.00

12/2020e
4.3
0.26
0.26
1.57
0.00

VALUATION
EV/Sales
EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA (adj.)*
EV/EBITA
EV/EBITA (adj.)*
EV/EBIT
EV/EBIT (adj.)*
P/E (adj.)
P/BV
Total Yield Ratio
EV/CE
OpFCF yield
OpFCF/EV
Payout ratio
Dividend yield (gross)

12/2015
3.8
37.0
37.0
-52.8
-52.8
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
2.5
0.0%
4.3
-13.5%
-12.4%
0.0%
0.0%

12/2016
2.9
n.m.
n.m.
-14.4
-14.4
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
2.8
0.0%
3.8
-6.1%
-5.5%
0.0%
0.0%

12/2017
2.8
29.5
29.5
-38.2
-38.2
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
3.7
0.0%
4.1
-5.0%
-4.4%
0.0%
0.0%

12/2018e
3.7
27.3
20.2
-111.4
262.0
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
5.5
0.0%
4.4
-4.0%
-3.5%
0.0%
0.0%

12/2019e
3.5
14.4
14.4
41.5
41.5
41.5
41.5
n.m.
5.7
0.0%
5.1
3.0%
2.7%
0.0%
0.0%

12/2020e
3.0
12.0
12.0
33.4
33.4
33.4
33.4
28.1
4.7
0.0%
4.3
5.6%
5.1%
0.0%
0.0%

EV AND MKT CAP (EURm)
Price** (EUR)
Outstanding number of shares for main stock
Total Market Cap
Net Debt
o/w Cash & Marketable Securities (-)
o/w Gross Debt (+)
Other EV components
Enterprise Value (EV adj.)
Source: Company, GVC Gaesco Beka estimates.

12/2015
3.02
4.3
13
1
-2
3
0
14

12/2016
2.95
4.3
13
1
-2
3
0
14

12/2017
3.48
4.3
15
2
-2
3
0
17

12/2018e
6.50
4.3
28
4
-2
6
0
32

12/2019e
7.40
4.3
32
3
-2
5
0
35

12/2020e
7.40
4.3
32
3
-2
5
0
35

Notes
* Where EBITDA (adj.) or EBITA (adj)= EBITDA (or EBITA) -/+ Non Recurrent Expenses/Income and where EBIT (adj)= EBIT-/+ Non Recurrent Expenses/Income - PPA amortisation

**Price (in local currency): Fiscal year end price for Historical Years and Current Price for current and forecasted years
Sector: Software & Computer Services/Computer Services
Company Description: Gigas Hosting was founded in 2011 and provides technology services and hosting, internet domains, application
hosting, and consulting and connectivity. Its products and solutions include cloud datacenter, cloud virtual private server, contingency
solution, system applications products certified platform, and cloud server for oracle. It also engages in marketing of computer
hardware, development and creation of applications, and technology consulting services£pv£ and providing services and advices in
technology, marketing, advertising, and graphic design. The company has presence in Spain, UK, Colombia, Chile and Perú.
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European Coverage of the Members of ESN
A e ro s pa c e & D e f e ns e

M e m ( *)

B bva

GVC

Ho lland Co lo urs

NIB C

A dvini

CIC

A irbus Se

CIC

B cp

CB I

Imcd

NIB C

A ltia

OP G

Dassault A viatio n

CIC

B np P aribas

CIC

K+S A g

EQB

A tria

OP G

Lateco ere

CIC

B per

BAK

Kemira

OP G

B aywa

EQB

Leo nardo

BAK

B pi

CB I

Kws Saat

EQB

B o nduelle

CIC

Lisi

CIC

Caixabank

GVC

Lanxess

EQB

Campari

BAK

M tu A ero Engines

EQB

Co mmerzbank

EQB

Linde

EQB

Co ca Co la Hbc A g

Ohb Se

EQB

Credem

BAK

Siegfried Ho lding A g

EQB

Co rbio n

Rheinmetall

EQB

Credit A grico le Sa

CIC

Symrise A g

EQB

Dano ne

CIC

Safran

CIC

Creval

BAK

Tikkurila

OP G

Ebro Fo o ds

GVC

Thales

CIC

Deutsche B ank

EQB

Enervit

BAK

Deutsche P fandbriefbank

EQB

E le c t ro nic & E le c t ric a l
E quipm e nt
Euro micro n A g

EQB

Euro bank

IB G

Neways Electro nics

Siemens Gamesa Re

GVC

Intesa Sanpao lo

BAK

Rexel

Sif Gro up

NIB C

Liberbank

GVC

Vaisala

So laria

GVC

M edio banca

BAK

Visco m

EQB

M e m ( *)

M erkur B ank

EQB

F ina nc ia l S e rv ic e s

A lt e rna t iv e E ne rgy
Daldrup & So ehne

A ut o m o bile s & P a rt s

M e m ( *)

M e m ( *)

IB G
NIB C

EQB

Fleury M icho n

NIB C

Fo rfarmers

NIB C

CIC

Heineken

NIB C

OP G

Hkscan

OP G

La Do ria

BAK

Lanso n-B cc

CIC
CIC

M e m ( *)

CIC

B ittium Co rpo ratio n

OP G

Natio nal B ank Of Greece

IB G

A mundi

CIC

Laurent P errier

B mw

EQB

Natixis

CIC

A nima

BAK

Ldc

B rembo

BAK

No rdea

OP G

A thex Gro up

IB G

Lucas B o ls

NIB C

Co ntinental

EQB

P iraeus B ank

IB G

A zimut

BAK

M assimo Zanetti

BAK

Daimler A g

EQB

P o ste Italiane

BAK

B anca Farmafacto ring

BAK

Naturex

CIC

Delfingen Industry

CIC

P ro credit Ho lding

EQB

B anca Generali

BAK

Olvi

OP G

Elringklinger

EQB

Ro thschild & Co

CIC

B anca Ifis

BAK

Orsero

BAK

Ferrari

BAK

So ciete Generale

CIC

B anca Sistema

BAK

P erno d Ricard

CIC

Fiat Chrysler A uto mo biles

BAK

Ubi B anca

BAK

B b B io tech

EQB

Raisio

OP G

Gestamp

GVC

Unicredit

BAK

B o lsas Y M ercado s Espano les Sa

GVC

Refresco Gro up

NIB C

Hella Gmbh & Co . Kgaa

EQB

B a s ic R e s o urc e s

Capman

OP G

Remy Co intreau

CIC

Indelb

BAK

A cerino x

GVC

Cir

BAK

Suedzucker

EQB

Kamux

OP G

A ltri

CB I

Co mdirect

EQB

Takeaway.Co m

NIB C

Landi Renzo

BAK

A rcelo rmittal

GVC

Co restate Capital Ho lding S.A .

EQB

Telepizza

GVC

Leo ni

EQB

Co rticeira A mo rim

CB I

Co rp. Financiera A lba

GVC

Tipiak

CIC

No kian Tyres

OP G

Ence

GVC

Digital M agics

BAK

Vapiano

EQB

No rma Gro up

EQB

Euro pac

GVC

Do bank

BAK

Vidrala

GVC

P iaggio

BAK

M etka

IB G

Dws

EQB

Vilmo rin

CIC

P ininfarina

BAK

M etsä B o ard

OP G

Eq

OP G

Visco fan

GVC

P wo

EQB

M ytilineo s

IB G

Eurazeo

CIC

Vranken P o mmery M o no po le

Schaeffler

EQB

Outo kumpu

OP G

Eyemaxx Real Estate

EQB

Wessanen

So gefi

BAK

Semapa

CB I

Ferratum

EQB

F o o d & D rug R e t a ile rs

Stabilus

EQB

Ssab

OP G

Ffp

CIC

A ho ld Delhaize

Stern Gro ep

NIB C

Sto ra Enso

OP G

Fineco bank

BAK

Carrefo ur

Vo lkswagen

EQB

Surteco Gro up

EQB

Grenke

EQB

Casino Guichard-P erracho n

CIC

The Navigato r Co mpany

CB I

Hypo po rt A g

EQB

Dia

GVC

B a nk s

M e m ( *)

M e m ( *)

CIC

CIC
NIB C
M e m ( *)
NIB C
CIC

A areal B ank

EQB

Tubacex

GVC

M lp

EQB

Jero nimo M artins

CB I

A ktia

OP G

Upm-Kymmene

OP G

Ovb Ho lding A g

EQB

Kesko

OP G

A lpha B ank

IB G

C he m ic a ls

P atrizia

EQB

M arr

BAK

B anca Carige

BAK

A ir Liquide

CIC

Rallye

CIC

M etro A g

EQB

B anca M ps

BAK

A rkema

CIC

Tip Tamburi Investment P artners

BAK

Sligro

NIB C

B anco Sabadell

GVC

A vantium

NIB C

Unipo l Gruppo Finanziario

BAK

So nae

CB I

B anco Santander

GVC

B renntag

EQB

Wendel

CIC

B ankia

GVC

Evo nik

EQB

F o o d & B e v e ra ge

B ankinter

GVC

Fuchs P etro lub

EQB

A co mo

M e m ( *)

M e m ( *)
NIB C
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G e ne ra l Indus t ria ls

Heidelberg P harma

EQB

P rima Industrie

BAK

Obrasco n Huarte Lain

GVC

2G Energy

EQB

Ko rian

CIC

P rysmian

BAK

Ramirent

OP G

A alberts

NIB C

Kuro s

NIB C

Schaltbau Ho lding A g

EQB

Ro yal B am Gro up

NIB C

A ccell Gro up

NIB C

M erck

EQB

Smt Scharf A g

EQB

Sacyr

GVC

A rcadis

NIB C

Onco design

CIC

Talgo

GVC

Saint Go bain

CIC

A spo

OP G

Orio la-Kd

OP G

Techno trans

EQB

Salini Impregilo

BAK

Cembre

BAK

Orio n

OP G

Valmet

OP G

Sias

BAK

Huhtamäki

OP G

Orpea

CIC

Wacker Neuso n Se

EQB

So nae Industria

Kendrio n

NIB C

P ihlajalinna

OP G

Wärtsilä

OP G

Srv

Nedap

NIB C

Reco rdati

BAK

Zardo ya Otis

GVC

Tarkett

CIC

P ö yry

OP G

Siemens Healthineers A g

EQB

Indus t ria l T ra ns po rt a t io n

Thermado r Gro upe

CIC

Saf-Ho lland

EQB

Silmaasema

OP G

B o llo re

CIC

Titan Cement

IB G

Sergeferrari Gro up

CIC

Terveystalo

OP G

Ctt

CB I

Trevi

BAK

EQB

Upo no r

OP G

Tkh Gro up
G e ne ra l R e t a ile rs

M e m ( *)

NIB C
M e m ( *)

H o us e ho ld G o o ds

M e m ( *)

Lo gwin

De Lo nghi

BAK

Ins ura nc e

M e m ( *)

M e m ( *)

Vicat

CB I
OP G

CIC

B eter B ed Ho lding

NIB C

Elica

BAK

A llianz

EQB

Vinci

Ceco no my A g

EQB

Fila

BAK

A xa

CIC

Vo lkerwessels

Elumeo Se

EQB

M aiso ns Du M o nde

CIC

B anca M edio lanum

BAK

Yit

Fielmann

EQB

Signify

Catto lica A ssicurazio ni

BAK

M e dia

Fnac Darty

CIC

Indus t ria l E ngine e ring

Generali

BAK

A lma M edia

OP G

Fo lli Fo llie Gro up

IB G

A ccsys Techno lo gies

NIB C

Hanno ver Re

EQB

A rno ldo M o ndado ri Edito re

BAK

Fo urlis Ho ldings

IB G

A ixtro n

EQB

M apfre Sa

GVC

A tresmedia

GVC

Grandvisio n

NIB C

A lsto m

CIC

M unich Re

EQB

A xel Springer

EQB

Ho rnbach Ho lding

EQB

A nsaldo Sts

BAK

Sampo

OP G

Cairo Co mmunicatio n

BAK

Inditex

GVC

B iesse

BAK

Talanx Gro up

EQB

Co fina

CB I

Jumbo

IB G

Caf

GVC

Unipo lsai

BAK

Cts Eventim

EQB

Ovs

BAK

Cargo tec Co rp

OP G

M e m ( *)

Rapala

OP G

Carraro

BAK

M a t e ria ls , C o ns t ruc t io n &
Inf ra s t ruc t ure
A beo

Sto ckmann

OP G

Cnh Industrial

BAK

Takkt A g

EQB

Danieli

To kmanni

OP G

Unieuro

NIB C
M e m ( *)

CIC
NIB C
OP G
M e m ( *)

Digital B ro s

BAK

CIC

Digito uch

BAK

A bertis

GVC

Gedi Gruppo Edito riale

BAK

BAK

A cs

GVC

Gl Events

CIC

Datalo gic

BAK

A ena

GVC

Impresa

CB I

BAK

Duerr

EQB

A ero po rts De P aris

CIC

Io l

BAK

Windeln.De

EQB

Emak

BAK

A staldi

BAK

Ipso s

CIC

Zalando

EQB

Envipco

NIB C

A tlantia

BAK

Jcdecaux

CIC

Exel Co mpo sites

OP G

B o skalis Westminster

NIB C

Lagardere

CIC

H e a lt hc a re

M e m ( *)

4Sc

EQB

Fincantieri

BAK

B uzzi Unicem

BAK

M 6-M etro po le Televisio n

CIC

A b B io tics

GVC

Gea Gro up

EQB

Capelli

CIC

M ediaset

BAK

A bivax

NIB C

Gesco

EQB

Caverio n

OP G

M ediaset Espana

GVC

A dvicenne

NIB C

Gro upe Go rge

CIC

Cramo

OP G

Nrj Gro up

CIC

A mplifo n

BAK

Heidelberger Druck

EQB

Eiffage

CIC

A trys Health

GVC

Ima

BAK

Eltel

B ayer

EQB

Indus Ho lding A g

EQB

B io cartis

NIB C

Interpump

BAK

B io test

EQB

Ko enig & B auer

Cellno vo

CIC

Cerenis

CIC

Cro ssject
Diaso rin
El.En.

P ublicis

CIC

OP G

Rcs M ediagro up

BAK

Ezentis

GVC

Relx

NIB C

Fcc

GVC

Rtl Gro up

EQB

EQB

Ferro vial

GVC

Sano ma

OP G

Ko ne

OP G

Gro upe P o ujo ulat

CIC

So lo cal Gro up

CIC

Ko necranes

OP G

Gro upe Sfpi S.A .

CIC

Syzygy A g

EQB

CIC

Kro nes A g

EQB

Heijmans

Teleperfo rmance

CIC

BAK

M anito u

CIC

Herige

CIC

Tf1

CIC

BAK

M anz A g

EQB

Imerys

CIC

Ubiso ft

CIC

Epigeno mics A g

EQB

M ax A uto matio n Se

EQB

Lafargeho lcim

CIC

Vivendi

Fermentalg

CIC

M etso Co rpo ratio n

OP G

Lehto

OP G

Wo lters Kluwer

NIB C

Genfit

CIC

Outo tec

OP G

M aire Tecnimo nt

BAK

Xing Se

EQB

Gerresheimer A g

EQB

P feiffer Vacuum

EQB

M aiso ns France Co nfo rt

CIC

Guerbet

CIC

P o nsse

OP G

M o ta Engil

CB I

NIB C

CIC
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O il & G a s P ro duc e rs

M e m ( *)

Cityco n

OP G

A madeus

GVC

Tiscali

BAK

Eco slo ps

CIC

Demire

EQB

A siakastieto Gro up

OP G

United Internet

EQB

Eni

BAK

Deutsche Euro sho p

EQB

B atenburg

NIB C

Vo dafo ne

Galp Energia

CB I

Grivalia

IB G

B ureau Veritas

Gas P lus

BAK

Hispania A ctivo s Inmo biliario s

GVC

Hellenic P etro leum

IB G

Igd

BAK

M aurel Et P ro m

CIC

Ko jamo

M o to r Oil

IB G

Neste Co rpo ratio n

OP G

Qgep

BAK

CIC

T ra v e l & Le is ure

Cellnex Teleco m

GVC

A cco r

Dpa

NIB C

A egean A irlines

IB G

OP G

Ei To wers

BAK

A uto grill

BAK

Lar España

GVC

Enav

BAK

B eneteau

CIC

Leg Immo bilien A g

EQB

Fiera M ilano

BAK

Co mpagnie Des A lpes

CIC

CB I

M erlin P ro perties

GVC

Inwit

BAK

Elio r

CIC

Repso l

GVC

Realia

GVC

Lassila & Tikano ja

OP G

Euro pcar

CIC

To tal

CIC

Techno po lis

OP G

Openjo bmetis

BAK

Finnair

OP G

EQB

Rai Way

BAK

Gamenet

BAK

I Grandi Viaggi

BAK

O il S e rv ic e s

M e m ( *)

Wcm A g

B o urbo n

CIC

S o f t wa re & C o m put e r S e rv ic e s

Cgg

CIC

A gile Co ntent

GVC

T e c hno lo gy H a rdwa re &
E quipm e nt
A deunis

A kka Techno lo gies

CIC

A sm Internatio nal

Fugro

NIB C

M e m ( *)

M e m ( *)
CIC

M e m ( *)
CIC

Iberso l

CB I

NIB C

Int. A irlines Gro up

GVC

Gaztranspo rt Et Technigaz

CIC

A lten

CIC

A sml

NIB C

Intralo t

IB G

Rubis

CIC

A ltran

CIC

B esi

NIB C

Ko tipizza

OP G

Saipem

BAK

A ssystem

CIC

Ericsso n

OP G

M elia Ho tels Internatio nal

GVC

Sbm Offsho re

NIB C

A to s

CIC

Evo lis

CIC

Nh Ho tel Gro up

GVC

Technipfmc P lc

CIC

A xway So ftware

CIC

First Senso r A g

EQB

Opap

IB G

Tecnicas Reunidas

GVC

B asware

OP G

Gigaset

EQB

So dexo

CIC

Tenaris

BAK

Cast

CIC

Hf Co mpany

CIC

So nae Capital

CB I

Vallo urec

CIC

Ctac

NIB C

No kia

OP G

Trigano

Digia P lc

OP G

Osmo zis

CIC

Ut ilit ie s

M e m ( *)

Vo pak
P e rs o na l G o o ds

NIB C

Eco no co m

CIC

Ro o dmicro tec

NIB C

A ccio na

GVC

A didas

EQB

Esi Gro up

CIC

S&T A g

EQB

A cea

BAK

A dler M o demaerkte

EQB

Exprivia

BAK

Slm So lutio ns

EQB

A lbio ma

CIC

A mer Spo rts

OP G

F-Secure

OP G

Stmicro electro nics

BAK

Derichebo urg

CIC

B asicnet

BAK

Gft Techno lo gies

EQB

Suess M icro tec

EQB

Direct Energie

CIC

Cie Fin. Richemo nt

CIC

Gro upe Open

CIC

Teleste

OP G

Edp

CB I

Geo x

BAK

Ict Gro up

NIB C

Va-Q-Tec

EQB

Edp Reno váveis

CB I

Gerry Weber

EQB

Indra Sistemas

GVC

T e le c o m m unic a t io ns

M e m ( *)

Enagas

GVC

Hermes Intl.

CIC

Intersho p Co mmunicatio ns A g

EQB

1&1Drillisch A g

EQB

Endesa

GVC

Hugo B o ss

EQB

Nemetschek Se

EQB

A co tel

BAK

Enel

BAK

Interparfums

CIC

Neuro nes

CIC

B o uygues

CIC

Erg

BAK

Kering

CIC

Nexus A g

EQB

Deutsche Teleko m

EQB

Eydap

IB G

Luxo ttica

BAK

No vabase

CB I

Dna

OP G

Falck Renewables

BAK

Lvmh

CIC

Ordina

NIB C

Elisa

OP G

Fo rtum

OP G

M arimekko

OP G

P si So ftware A g

EQB

Euskaltel

GVC

Hera

BAK

M o ncler

BAK

Reply

BAK

Freenet

EQB

Iberdro la

GVC

P uma

EQB

Rib So ftware

EQB

Iliad

CIC

Iren

BAK

Safilo

BAK

Ro vio Entertainment

OP G

Kpn Teleco m

NIB C

Italgas

BAK

Salvato re Ferragamo

BAK

Sco ut24

EQB

M asmo vil

GVC

Naturgy

GVC

Sarantis

IB G

Seven P rinciples A g

EQB

No s

CB I

P ublic P o wer Co rp

IB G

Swatch Gro up

CIC

Sii

CIC

Orange

CIC

Red Electrica De Espana

GVC

Techno gym

BAK

So ftware A g

EQB

Ote

IB G

Ren

CB I

To d'S

BAK

So pra Steria Gro up

CIC

Tele Co lumbus

EQB

Snam

BAK

Terna

BAK

R eal Estate

M e m ( *)

CIC

Tieto

OP G

Teleco m Italia

BAK

A dler Real Estate

M e m ( *)
EQB

To mto m

NIB C

Telefo nica

GVC

A rco na P ro perty Fund Nv

NIB C

Visiativ

Telefo nica Deutschland

EQB

B eni Stabili

BAK

S uppo rt S e rv ic e s

Telia

OP G

CIC
M e m ( *)

LEGEND: BAK: Banca Akros; CIC: CM CIC Market Solutions; CBI: Caixa-Banco de Investimento; GVC: GVC Gaesco Beksa, SV, SA; EQB: equinet bank; IBG: Investment Bank of
Greece, NIBC: NIBC Bank N.V: OPG: OP Corporate Bank:;as of 3rd September 2018
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List of ESN Analysts (**)
Artur Amaro
Stefan Augustin
Helena Barbosa
Winfried Becker
Javier Bernat
Dennis Berzhanin, CFA
Dimitris Birbos
Agnès Blazy
Charles Edouard Boissy
Rafael Bonardell
Andrea Bonfà
Jean-Baptiste Bouchet
Christian Bruns, CFA
Giada Cabrino, CIIA
Nuno Castro
Niclas Catani
Pierre Chedeville
Emmanuel Chevalier
David Da Maia
Edwin de Jong
Martijn den Drijver
Christian Devismes
Andrea Devita, CFA
Enrico Esposti, CIIA
Rafael Fernández de Heredia
Gabriele Gambarova
Eduardo Garcia Arguelles
Pietro Gasparri, CIIA, CEFA
Alexandre Gérard
Philipp Häßler, CFA
Simon Heilmann
Dr. Knud Hinkel, CFA
Ebrahim Homani
Carlos Jesus
Mark Josefson

CBI
EQB
CBI
EQB
GVC
EQB
IBG
CIC
CIC
GVC
BAK
CIC
EQB
BAK
CBI
OPG
CIC
CIC
CIC
NIBC
NIBC
CIC
BAK
BAK
GVC
BAK
GVC
BAK
CIC
EQB
EQB
EQB
CIC
CBI
EQB

+351 213 89 6822
+49-69-58997-430
+351 21 389 6831
+49 69 58997-416
+34 91 436 7816
+49 69 58997 434
+30 210 81 73 392
+33 1 53 48 80 67
+33 01 53 48 80 81
+34 91 436 78 71
+39 02 4344 4269
+33 1 53 48 80 69
+49 69 58997 415
+39 02 4344 4092
+351 21 389 68 39
+358 10 252 8780
+33 1 53 48 80 97
+33 1 53 48 80 72
+33 1 53 48 89 36
+312 0 5508569
+312 0 5508636
+33 1 53 48 80 85
+39 02 4344 4031
+39 02 4344 4022
+34 91 436 78 08
+39 02 43 444 289
+34 914 367 810
+39 02 4344 4238
+33 1 53 48 80 93
+49 69 58997 414
+49 69 58 997 413
+ 49 69 58997 419
+33 1 53 48 80 94
+351 21 389 6812
+4969-58997-437

artur.amaro@caixabi.pt
stefan.augustin@equinet-ag.de
helena.barbosa@caixabi.pt
winfried.becker@equinet-ag.de
javier.bernat@gvcgaesco.es
dennis.berzhanin@equinet-ag.de
dbirbos@ibg.gr
agnes.blazy@cmcic.fr
charlesedouard.boissy@cmcic.fr
rafael.bonardell@gvcgaesco.es
andrea.bonfa@bancaakros.it
jeanbaptiste.bouchet@cmcic.fr
christian.bruns@equinet-ag.de
giada.cabrino@bancaakros.it
nuno.castro@caixabi.pt
niclas.catani@op.fi
pierre.chedeville@cmcic.fr
emmanuel.chevalier@cmcic.fr
david.damaia@cmcic.fr
edwin.de.jong@nibc.com
martijn.den.drijver@nibc.com
christian.devismes@cmcic.fr
andrea.devita@bancaakros.it
enrico.esposti@bancaakros.it
rafael.fernandezdeheredia@gvcgaesco.es
gabriele.gambarova@bancaakros.it
eduardo.garciaarguelles@gvcgaesco.es
pietro.gasparri@bancaakros.it
alexandre.gerard@cmcic.fr
philipp.haessler@equinet-ag.de
simon.heilmann@equinet-ag.de
knud.hinkel@equinet-ag.de
ebrahim.homani@cmcic.fr
carlos.jesus@caixabi.pt
mark.josefson@equinet-ag.de

Jean-Christophe Lefèvre-Moulenq
João Miguel Lourenço
Konstantinos Manolopoulos
Katharina Mayer
Fanny Meindre, PhD
Dustin Mildner
Henri Parkkinen
Victor Peiro Pérez
Alexandre Plaud
Francis Prêtre
Francesco Previtera
Jari Raisanen
Hannu Rauhala
Matias Rautionmaa
Eric Ravary
Iñigo Recio Pascual
John David Roeg
Jean-Luc Romain
Vassilis Roumantzis
Zafer Rüzgar
Antti Saari
Paola Saglietti
Francesco Sala
Tim Schuldt, CFA
Cengiz Sen
Pekka Spolander
Kimmo Stenvall
Natalia Svyrou-Svyriadi
Manuel Tanzer, CFA
Luigi Tramontana
Johan van den Hooven
Dylan van Haaften
Sebastian Winkler
Sebastian Zweiphenning

CIC
CBI
IBG
EQB
CIC
EQB
OPG
GVC
CIC
CIC
BAK
OPG
OPG
OPG
CIC
GVC
NIBC
CIC
IBG
EQB
OPG
BAK
BAK
EQB
EQB
OPG
OPG
IBG
EQB
BAK
NIBC
NIBC
NIBC
NIBC

+33 1 53 48 80 65
+35 121 389 6841
+30 210 817 3388
+49 69 58997-432
+33 1 53 48 80 84
+49 69 58997-438
+358 10 252 4409
+34 91 436 7812
+33 1 53 48 80 90
+33 4 78 92 02 30
+39 02 4344 4033
+358 10 252 4504
+358 10 252 4392
+358 10 252 4408
+33 1 53 48 80 71
+34 91 436 7814
+31 (0)20 550 86 46
+33 1 53 48 80 66
+30 2108173394
+49 69 58 99 74 12
+358 10 252 4359
+39 02 4344 4287
+39 02 4344 4240
+49 69 5899 7433
+4969 58997 435
+358 10 252 4351
+358 10 252 4561
+30 210 81 73 384
+49 69 58997-418
+39 02 4344 4239
+312 0 5508518
+31 (0)61 191 54 85
+31 6 21 16 17 94
+31 (0)20 550 85 40

jeanchristophe.lefevremoulenq@cmcic.fr
joao.lourenco@caixabi.pt
kmanolopoulos@ibg.gr
katharina.mayer@equinet-ag.de
fanny.meindre@cmcic.fr
dustin.mildner@equinet-ag.de
henri.parkkinen@op.fi
victor.peiro@gvcgaesco.es
alexandre.plaud@cmcic.fr
francis.pretre@cmcic.fr
francesco.previtera@bancaakros.it
jari.raisanen@op.fi
hannu.rauhala@op.fi
matias.rautionmaa@op.fi
eric.ravary@cmcic.fr
inigo.recio@gvcgaesco.es
John.David.Roeg@nibc.com
jeanluc.romain@cmcic.fr
vroumantzis@ibg.gr
zafer.ruezgar@equinet-ag.de
antti.saari@op.fi
paola.saglietti@bancaakros.it
francesco.sala@bancaakros.it
tim.schuldt@equinet-ag.de
cengiz.sen@equinet-ag.de
pekka.spolander@op.fi
kimmo.stenvall@op.fi
nsviriadi@ibg.gr
manuel.tanzer@equinet-ag.de
luigi.tramontana@bancaakros.it
johan.van.den.hooven@nibc.com
Dylan.van.Haaften@nibc.com
sebastian.winkler@nibc.com
Sebastian.Zweiphenning@nibc.com

(**) excluding: strategists, macroeconomists, heads of research not covering specific stocks, credit analysts, technical analysts
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Information regarding Market Abuse and Conflicts of Interests and recommendation history available in our web
page: www.valores.gvcgaesco.es and our offices
The information and opinions contained in this document have been compiled by GVC Gaesco Beka S.V., S.A.,
from sources believed to be reliable. This document is not intended to be an offer, or a solicitation to buy or sell
relevant securities. GVC Gaesco Beka S.V., S.A., will not take any responsibility whatsoever for losses which
may derive from use of the present document or its contents, GVC Gaesco Beka S.V., S.A., can occasionally
have positions in some of the securities mentioned in this report, through its trading portfolio or negotiation.
Additionally, there can exist a commercial relation between GVC Gaesco Beka S.V., S.A., and the mentioned
companies.
As of the date of this report, GVC Gaesco Beka S.V., S.A.,
 acts as registered advisor, agent or liquidity provider for the following companies: AB Biotics; ADL Bionatur
Solutions, SA; Catenon SA; Clever Global SA, Euroespes, S.A., Facephi Biometría SA., Griñó Ecologic SA,
Lleidanetworks Serveis Telematics SA., NBI Bearings Europe S.A. Trajano Iberia Socimi, SA; Asgard
Investment Hotels (prev: Obsido Socimi SA, Eurona Telecom SA; Secuoya Grupo de Comunicación SA;
Mercal Inmuebles Socimi SA; Neuron Bio SA; Student Properties Spain (SOCIMI); Solaria Casiopea (MARF
bonds); Atrys Health, Quonia (Socimi); TIER1 Technology; Excem Capital Partners Sociedad de Inversión
Residencial (Socimi YEXR) ; Agile Content;..
 has participated and/or participates as lead or co-lead manager in corporate operations with the following
companies: Clever Global SA; Dogi International Fabrics SA; Lleidanetworks Serveis Telematics SA,
MasMovil Ibercom; Solaria (Globalsol Villanueva), ADL Bionatur Solutions
 has, during the last year, performed a significant amount of business with: Bankia; Ferrovial, Codere.
 has a contractual relationship to provide financial services, through which GVC Gaesco Beka S.V.,S.A.,
executes orders on the treasury stocks of the following companies: CaixaBank S.A., Grupo Ezentis S.A;
Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas S.A
 has a liquidity contract as outlined by the CNMV's Circular 1/2017 with: Indra Sistemas; Melia Hotels
International; Española de Viviendas en Alquiler S.A. (CEVASA);
 has signed a Corporate Brokerage agreement that includes a contractually agreed provision of research
services and in return, GVC Gaesco Beka receives a compensation. These reports have been or could have
been previously shown to the companies: Agile Content, Atrys Health
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Source: Factset & ESN, price data adjusted for stock splits.
This chart shows GVC Gaesco Beka continuing coverage of this stock; the current analyst may or may not have covered it over the entire period. Current
analyst: Eduardo Garcia Arguelles (since 22/01/2019)
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ESN Recommendation System
The ESN Recommendation System is Absolute. It means that each stock is rated on the
basis of a total return, measured by the upside potential (including dividends and capital
reimbursement) over a 12 month time horizon.

The ESN spectrum of recommendations (or ratings) for each stock comprises 5
categories: Buy (B), Accumulate (A), Neutral (N), Reduce (R) and Sell (S).
Furthermore, in specific cases and for a limited period of time, the analysts are allowed to
rate the stocks as Rating Suspended (RS) or Not Rated (NR), as explained below.
Meaning of each recommendation or rating:









Buy: the stock is expected to generate total return of over 15% during the next
12 months time horizon
Accumulate: the stock is expected to generate total return of 5% to 15%
during the next 12 months time horizon
Neutral: the stock is expected to generate total return of -5% to +5% during the
next 12 months time horizon
Reduce: the stock is expected to generate total return of -5% to -15% during
the next 12 months time horizon
Sell: the stock is expected to generate total return under -15% during the next
12 months time horizon
Rating Suspended: the rating is suspended due to a change of analyst
covering the stock or a capital operation (take-over bid, SPO, …) where the
issuer of the document (a partner of ESN) or a related party of the issuer is or
could be involved
Not Rated: there is no rating for a company being floated (IPO) by the issuer of
the document (a partner of ESN) or a related party of the issuer

Certain flexibility on the limits of total return bands is permitted especially during
higher phases of volatility on the markets
GVC Gaesco Ratings Breakdown

Reduce
8%
Neutral
12%
Accumulate
23%

Sell
2%
Buy
55%

For full ESN Recommendation and Target price history (in the last 12 months) please see ESN Website Link
Date and time of production: 22 January 12:30 CET
First date and time of dissemination: 22 January 12:35 CET
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Disclaimer:
These reports have been prepared and issued by the Members of European
Securities Network LLP (‘ESN’). ESN, its Members and their affiliates (and any
director, officer or employee thereof), are neither liable for the proper and
complete transmission of these reports nor for any delay in their receipt. Any
unauthorised use, disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking of any action in
reliance on these reports is strictly prohibited. The views and expressions in the
reports are expressions of opinion and are given in good faith, but are subject to
change without notice. These reports may not be reproduced in whole or in part
or passed to third parties without permission. The information herein was
obtained from various sources. ESN, its Members and their affiliates (and any
director, officer or employee thereof) do not guarantee their accuracy or
completeness, and neither ESN, nor its Members, nor its Members’ affiliates
(nor any director, officer or employee thereof) shall be liable in respect of any
errors or omissions or for any losses or consequential losses arising from such
errors or omissions. Neither the information contained in these reports nor any
opinion expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy
or sell any securities or any options, futures or other derivatives related to such
securities (‘related investments’). These reports are prepared for the clients of
the Members of ESN only. They do not have regard to the specific investment
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person
who may receive any of these reports. Investors should seek financial advice
regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment
strategies discussed or recommended in these reports and should understand
that statements regarding future prospects may not be realised. Investors
should note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that
each security’s price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may
receive back less than originally invested. Past performance is not necessarily a
guide to future performance. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely
affect the value, price or income of any security or related investment mentioned
in these reports. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, whose value
are influenced by the currency of the underlying security, effectively assume
currency risk. ESN, its Members and their affiliates may submit a pre-publication
draft (without mentioning neither the recommendation nor the target price/fair
value) of its reports for review to the Investor Relations Department of the issuer
forming the subject of the report, solely for the purpose of correcting any
inadvertent material inaccuracies. Like all members employees, analysts
receive compensation that is impacted by overall firm profitability For further
details about the analyst certification, the specific risks of the company and
about the valuation methods used to determine the price targets included in this
report/note, please refer to the specific disclaimer pages prepared by the ESN
Members. In the case of a short note please refer to the latest relevant
published research on single stock or contact the analyst named on the front of
the report/note for detailed information on the valuation methods, earning
estimates and risks. A full description of all the organisational and administrative
measures taken by the Members of ESN to manage interest and conflicts of
interest are available on the website of the Members or in the local disclaimer of
the Members or contacting directly the Members. Research is available through
the ESN Members sales representative. ESN will provide periodic updates on
companies or sectors based on company-specific developments or
announcements, market conditions or any other publicly available information.
Unless agreed in writing with an ESN Member, this research is intended solely
for internal use by the recipient. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be
taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada or Japan or distributed, directly or
indirectly, in Australia, Canada or Japan or to any resident thereof. This
document is for distribution in the U.K. Only to persons who have professional
experience in matters relating to investments and fall within article 19(5) of the
financial services and markets act 2000 (financial promotion) order 2005 (the
“order”) or (ii) are persons falling within article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the order,
namely high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc. (all such
persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This document must
not be acted on or relied upon by persons who are not relevant persons. Any
investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available
only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. The
distribution of this document in other jurisdictions or to residents of other
jurisdictions may also be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession
this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such
restrictions. By accepting this report you agree to be bound by the foregoing
instructions. You shall indemnify ESN, its Members and their affiliates (and any
director, officer or employee thereof) against any damages, claims, losses, and
detriments resulting from or in connection with the unauthorized use of this
document. For disclosure upon “conflicts of interest” on the companies under
coverage by all the ESN Members, on the “interests” and “conflicts” of the
analysts and on each “company recommendation history”, please visit the ESN
website
(http://www.esnpartnership.eu/research_and_database_access/insite)

Members of ESN (European Securities Network LLP)

Banca Akros S.p.A.
Viale Eginardo, 29
20149 MILANO
Italy
Phone: +39 02 43 444 389
Fax: +39 02 43 444 302

Caixa-Banco de Investimento
Avenida João XXI, 63
1000-300 Lisboa
Portugal
Phone: +351 21 313 73 00
Fax: +351 21 389 68 98

CM - CIC Market Solutions
6, avenue de Provence
75441 Paris
Cedex 09
France
Phone: +33 1 53 48 81 93

equinet Bank AG
Gräfstraße 97
60487 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
Phone:+49 69 – 58997 – 212
Fax:+49 69 – 58997 – 299

GVC Gaesco Beka, SV, SA
C/ Marques de Villamagna 3
28001 Madrid
Spain
Phone: +34 91 436 7813

Investment Bank of Greece
32 Aigialeias Str & Paradissou,
151 25 Maroussi,
Greece
Phone: +30 210 81 73 383

NIBC Bank N.V.
Gustav Mahlerlaan 348
P.O.Box 235
1082 ME Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 20 550 8500
Fax: +31 20 626 8064

OP Corporate Bank plc
P.O.Box 308
Teollisuuskatu 1, 00013 Helsinki
Finland
Phone: +358 10 252 011
Fax: +358 10 252 2703

or refer to the local disclaimer of the Members, or contact directly the Member
www.bancaakros.it regulated by the CONSOB - Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa
www.caixabi.pt regulated by the CMVM - Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários
www.cmcicms.com regulated by the AMF - Autorité des marchés financiers
www.equinet-ag.de regulated by the BaFin - Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht
www.ibg.gr regulated by the HCMC - Hellenic Capital Market Commission
www.nibc.com regulated by the AFM - Autoriteit Financiële Markten
www.op.fi regulated by the Financial Supervision Authority
www.valores.gvcgaesco.es regulated by CNMV - Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores
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